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1NTR00'UCT ION

In early times Mans demand for-shelter was very simple. As time progressed

and numbers grew he was forced to leave those areas of this Earth where living

was sufficiently easy that shelter was unimportant, to areas where. satisfactory

shelter became a matter of the continuance -of life itself. .

0

The tephnology of providing satisfactory shelter is the technology Of Build g,

Construction.

1+.
It is the intention of this device to demonstrate the principles of building

construction.

FrAnk Epp'c..11

N.S.

September 1973.
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The simplest function of a bui

To provide, shelter there must
level, these elements are -ho'r1

above the space is the roof....
and carry loads in the format
self weight of the roof is cal

The impoSed loads dile to snow
load.

!ding is to provide shelter.

be elements.--td7enclose space at its most basic
zontal and vertical. The horizontal eiemer§f-
'Ws horizontal element must exaude tlie,.elements
snow or water as Well as its own weight. The
led a dead load.'

or water or' any other,- .force- rs-calUed the live

4

dead load

/-

live load
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C.

She roof Is a element.

It mustsupport (a) five (b) dead load.
.

as

2

If you checked (a) turn to page :(3)

if you checked (b) turn back to page (1.)
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The 'roof supports a live lOad.

The dead Ioad.is.that load which includes all the materials forming a roof.
For example &pitched roof might consist of wood ridge board rafters and
ceiling joists, sheathing, roof finish and ceiling.

:I

ridge board
roof finish

rafter

sheathing

ceiling joists

ceiling

A flat roof might consist of wood roof joists boarding tilt. Ii4let or
Cant strip, roof finish, ceiling and fascia.
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The toad bearing member in a wqp flat roof ..II known as a (a) (rafter)
(b) (joist) (Check, one)

If you chegkegi (a) 'Turn to 'age 6)
If you checked (b) Turn to page 5)
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The carryir4 of a load on any member will cause it to move downwards.,
.Th.is is known as deflection.



The load bearing member is a wood flat roof is knOwn as a joist.

The inclined member is known as a rafter.

Rafters are frequently used

A truss
than is

consist§pof a series
possible with the sa

In conjunction, with a support known as a truss,

of members braced to prOvide greater support
me materials covering greater spahs.

The truss uses the principle of tri-
angulation, as well as shortening

the effective span of the members

the joist is a simple Member to' span space.

Typical Truss .

Turn topage 5
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Movement

Deflection is important in itself, but so far as practical construction

is concerned it is just as important to consider the effect upon junctions

between similar and dissrMilar"materials caused by movement,

Movement can be produced in many ways other than deflection. For example.

'a reduction in temperature causes shrinkage, a rise in temperature, ex-

pAllsion. 'A change in humidity produces movement., And loading, be it

caused by natural or artificial means, of course. affecfs the.dimensional

stability of structure & materials.,

s
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

8

The size of joists to span,a given distance carrying a glveh
load is determinable from tables or by calculation.

ROOF JO1S4S

Species

.

Cm& Nominal
i1.8

kale,

ILI r. MU... 7M. .l, 401:r sq It

(41.UM 414,3M or 19r,ter(J CtI1I11,:: Other Cetlincs

2o,t 14.2.1 A kart spicing .

121n. 16 tn. i .,11.1. 21 tn. 11 to. I :6 la. ' to in. 24 io.

g in. !?: in. !ft in. fl in.
1

:1 in !ft in. ft it*. it in;

Eastprn :puce (5)
1141e.e.i I.:
Eastrru Ilrmtoe:

No. 1
(Construe.
1,1Ln)

216
2 1 S
2 t 10
2 a 12

22.6
2 s 8

-2 s 10
2 a 12

2 s 6
2 s 8
2 A 10
2 s 12

9 0I 8 21 7 7 7 *2
12 4 1 11 2! 10 5 9 10
13 7' Is 2 1 13 1 I! 5
19 5 1 17.i 0 1 15 5

;
: 14 11

tO 41 9 0
II J . 12 4
I: 19 15 7
21 5 1 19 5

-8 I.
IV 0
II 0
18 0

2 5
10 1

12 d
16 4

.

No.2
(Standard)

'1 0' 7 1u, 7 0
12 4 1 I I , 2 10 5
15 7 1 14 2 13. 1

13 8117 17 0 I 151 8

9 4 8 5 1 7 101
12 8I11.11. 6 10 8
10 U ; 14 7 1 13 6
19 2 117 7 1 16 2

6 6
9 6

12 1

1 14 11.

7 5
10 0
II* 8
15 2

,

9 01 7 10
13 5 1 1 1 7
17 1 I 14 10
21 5 / 19 5

SO, 7 1.9 8
14 6 13 2
IS S 114 S
22 1 :0 0

7 0
10 5
13 4
17 7

8 8
II 10
IS, 0
18 e

6 5
9 6

12 1

16 0

7 11
10 ,10
13 8
17 6

.-

Jack Pine (4)

No.1
Worstrue
lion)

No. 2
(Standard)

2 s 6
2 s 8
2 s 10
2: 12

.
9 .4 ; S 5 1 7 6. 5 11

12 8 1 11 6110 8 10 0
15 0 1 14 7 13 6 12 8
19 2 1 17 7 i 16 2 1 IS 2

9 6 5
14 5 12 ,
18 5 IS 11

22 1 1 20 0

7 _6
II 1

14 2
IS 7

6. 1

10 2
13 0
17 2

I
/

White Pine /
Red Pine4. . /

No.1
.

2's6'
2 x 3
2 z 1 0
2 x 12

S 8 i 7 I I 1 7 5 1 6 11

11 11 10 10 : 10 0 9 5
15 1113 6 ; 12 81111112 0
18 1 1.96 5 1 15c 2 1 14 5

9 10 1 8 11

13 5111 .
17 n , 14 8
20 10 li 10

7' 7
10 5
13 1

16 10

6 11
9 61

12 0
15 5

51erelot
able
sod No. 2

7:6
2 : 8
2110
2 s -::

8 St 7 10; 7 01 6 5
11 11 1,11) 10 1 9 8 8 11

15 1.13 3 1 12 6110 5
19 1 IS 5 , 15 2 1 14 5

9 0 7 10
12 7 JO 11
16 1113 11
20 10 1 13 4

.7 0
9 8

12 6
14 6

6 5
8 11

11 5
15 0

-

Dimension

2 4 62:8
2 a 10
2 a 12

0- 6 1 7 5: 6 7 i 6 C

11 11 110 5 1 .9 4.1 8 6
15 I 113 8 I 1:1 6 I 11 5
13 1_ 1 16 5: 15 2 i 14' 5

i
3 6 ; 7 5

12 0 1 10 5
16 1 : 13 11
:0 4 1 17 6

6 7
9 4

12 6
IS 9

6 0
8 6
II 514 5

No2
171=didii

to)

2 a 6
2 1 8
2 s 10
2 2 12

6 7 5 815 .1 1 4 7
1 41 8 0 7 2 1 6 6
12 0 11 0 . 1- 11 . 9 0
13 . 10 . 13 8 t 12 5 : 11 2

6 .7 1 5 8
9 4' S'0

12 A : I! 0
15 10 1 13 S

5- 1

7 2
9 11

12 5

4 7
6 6
9 0

11 2

. .

ionise

. -

No. I
(Corti :rue-
ton)

2 4 6
2 1 8
2 a 10
2 x 12

8 1 1 i S 4 ' -$
I I 11 1 ID lin. to o , 9 6
11 1 13 6 . 12' . 12 0
14 1 1 16 5 1 15 2 ; 14 S

i

0 101 6 5
13 5 ; 11 7
17 n ! 14 ,h
1.3 10 1 IS 10

7 7
10 5
13 1

16 10

6 1r
9 6

12 0
15 5

No. 2
(Standshi)

2 s 6
2 1 8
2 z 10
2x 12

S 6 i 7 ,5 1 5 7. 6 0
11 11 I 10:10 1 9 1 1 8 11

IS 1 1 13 3 ' I: 6 II S

13 1116 16 5441 2; 14 5
i

10-9 6 1 7 5
12 6 10 11
15 I ; t1 II
:0 IS 4

;

6 7
9 6

12 6
16 6

6 0
8 IIII 3

15 0

a

I- 4 0

-it can be seen that the load carrying capacities of wood varies

with species.-

In the Maritime provinces the most used lumber is naturally that:
producedalocaliwthatis, Eastern Spruce, and White Pine.

J9

Most other species can be obtained, but are more expensive. In

particularpouglas Fir is a preferred alternative for longer spans,
as local lumber suffers from limitation lavailable sizes'

0

12
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The effective span is, the distance between supports, and not the actual

length of the member..

The ends of the joists are supported at what is known as the bearing.

The Learing must not be less than 2", aud preferably more.

effective span

o 6.
*
;2 6

0 D.

bey ring

.1

effective span

13



The effective span (is) is not the actual length'of a joist.

b.

is

is not

t4

'10



If you checked a. turn to page 9

If you checked b. turn to page 13

The area of joist support is knovin as the.

e

/

t
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Joists as well as 'deflecting with the imposition of load also have-a
tendency to overturn. p

Y

This ucklin. causes an apparent increase in deflection and results in
sprin ness in the surface,

To coc4nte act this effect members known as bridging are inserted between
the joists.

1

°Bridging May be di6ggnal or solid.

L
Joist :'

diagonal bridging 2" X 2"

solid bridging
('staggered)

A.

a)

b) The two s are known as

is reiluied fbcOvnterbCt.buckling

16

and



a. Bridging

b. solid bridging, diagonal bridging

13

Bridging is located at half span or-at 8'O" o.c. across the spah, and at
ends of joists at'their bearing.,
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A

0 .

The joist does not bear directly upon its final support:. In order to
provide a satisfactorily level bearing which is nailable, a member
known as a plate is introduced beneath it mechanically connected
to bearing surface.

.11.Or

. plate

18

41.

14



a. Bridging is required at at
and at

b. Between the joist and-the bearing. surface df
is located.

19

,15

ti
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16-

. . `t
a. Bridging .is required at 8' 0" o.c. half span and. at ends of joists

at their bearing. ,'. ,' 7 .

If you did not get the answers above turn to p* 11 1

b. Between the joist and the bearing surface a plate is located.

-0

If you did not get th.is answer turn to page 13.

r

e

20

o
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In the case of aconcrete wall, it is neccessary either to embed the prate
.in cement Mortar oron a prepared surf ace, with the interface caulked.

This is neccessary to ensure thatk

ea. the plate is-level.

b. an airtight joint As made.

.(Check correct answer.)

0

21
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Both answers are correct!

The plate must be both jewel and must have as airtight a connection as possible.

In order to prevent rotting of plates, they should be treated with'preServative,

To ensure that the structure cannot be blown or moved from its location on the
foundation wall it'must be fastened 'cicmn with an anchor bolt.

Anchor bolts must be provided at at leas ,8'0" must,be a mimimum of 1/2"
dia., and embedded in concrete at Least 4", hooked to.prevent with drawal.

°



For what purpose is an anchor bolt used?

p

a. To prevent structure from shipping off supports.

b. To locate structure to suppor

e. To'hold structu?.e down

(Check one)

60°

23

r.

19

4



If you checked c. turn to page 20

If you checked-a. or b. turn to page 16

24

O

0
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r

c. To hold structure down, against the effects of wind, and in fact it
also fulfils the needs of b.and c.

.. 0
c

is

.
.

. . .

Preservative treatment of wood s essential where
,

it directly in
contact with concrete, due to the fact that moisture can be held
between the two materials,thereby providing ideal conditions for the
growth of fungi.

Preservatives are `actually compounds poisonous to fungi.- (for a full'
'discussion of' 'fungi refer to appendix)

9

k
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it

Obviously between roof and supports, there must be a support member
or plane to transmit the load.

This -.an take many'forms. For our present purposes we will consider
the light wood framing system. There are generally two broad class-.
ifications 9f lighft wood frame. The Platform frame and the Balloon
frame.

The essential difference'between the two lies in the method of
.166ating floors.

In Platform frame, the studs are storey height, the floor joists being
located on Itop of the joists supported on the stud.frame, to provide
a working platform for the next construction sequence.

In Balloon frame the studs are carried the full height of the building,
and.the floorsare connected to them subsequently.

Bc4 I yl fr-ct W e

ti

26
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Studs are commonly nominal 2" X 4", that is; they are not the full size
stated. .Up until recently the actual size of a 2" X 4" was 1 5/8" X 3 5/8",
as a result of setting the saw blades at the mill at,the nominal centres,
Now however sizing has been rationalized so that a 2" X 4" is now .1 1/2" X 3 1/2".
Remember that all lumber sizes are nominal e.g. 2" X (0" nominal is 1 (/2" X 9 (/2"
actual; 3" X 12" nominal is 2 1/2" X II 1/2" actual, and so on.

The basic difference between the two maj&. types-of light wood frame construction
is that in a frame the studs are continous through the height
of the building. whereas in b) frame, the sub floor acts .

as a surface upon which subsequent operation can be carried out.



a. ballOon

b. platform

24.

Study the sketch below and try to visualize the parts, and
their purpose.

2:8

This Is a frame.
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Balloon Frame

Sill Plate or Plate a horizontal member interposed between studs and the support.

Joist a horizontai'load bearing member.

Stud vertical load carrying member usually placed At 16" or 24" o'.c.

Ribbon the horizontal member used as part locatior and part support for second
and above floors in balloon frame.

Brace a ,iagonal member used io provide resistance to lateral movement.

Bridging member used to reduce effective length of supports and so rigidify the
structure.

Firestopping a member minimum 2" nominal thick to reduce the rate of transfer of
flame between floOrs.

_Sheathing a thin material,applied to the outside of a framed structure to make
. it rigid.

. -Sub flooring the rough (frequently diaconal) floor laid immediately. on top
( of joists.

Girder or built up beam A composite member used to reduce span and therefore,
size of joists.

Ledger a member attached to the side of a bOlt up beam to enable the beam to
, be raised in relation to the floor beheath.

'..Advantages of Balloon frame: a) 'Rigidity over entire structure

b) Eliminatiori of settlement variations.

29,
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From the preceding pages you should now understand the overall concept of
the Balloon frame. .

Construct a model at a scale of 3/4" = 1'0" of
a corner of a typical balloon frame.

Name all the parts. The model should be.extensive enough that additional
aspects may be explored later, such as door & window openings and internal
partitions, etc.

Produce a sketch.of your model in axonometric proj4ctior to a scale of
your own choosing.

Turn to page 27 before carrying out this task.
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D
You have no doubt realized that there are some apsects which you do not
understand.

How do you construct the corners?

Check one.

like this? ,

like this?

like this?

or like this?

31'

Plan
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j
'0' is'the preferred method of constructing the corner. It provides +he
greatest rigidity with the minimum material, while providing full nailing
capability on both inside and outside corners.

Note that none of the other examples provide this advantage.

Do. you know how to place your diagonal bracing on.the frame?
. -

I?

like +his?

like this?

to

or like this?

1

32
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%

Of the alternatives presented only
the sheathing or interior finish would
brace, at the expense of much increased labour

:29

'C' is appropriate because otherwise
have to be cut around the diagonal

and wastage of material.

Sometimes permanent bracing is not provided, the sheathing p
permandilt lateral restraint. In this case temporary studs are remo
just prior to sheathing installation. This is not however, considered
to be best practice.

rOviding
ved

,,,

i 33
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.30
rafter

ceiling. joist

2/2" X 4" plates.

2" X 4" studs

floor joists

I" X 4" Ribbon'let into studs
.

In order to connect the rafters and ceiling joists to the frame they must
be ,cut to provide a. good bearing. This is known as notching or. bird mouthing.

34



What is the purpose and 'what Is a "ribbon"?
1

31

/
MN

&

is

t

t ,_

What are the advantages of Balloon Framing? .

s'

.#

t)

1.

A--

35
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I) The Ribbon is,the member used to-support and locate 2nd floor joists
in Balloon frame construction.

2) The advantages of Balloon frame construction are its rigidity and the
equalization of'settlement. As a resultiit is the preferred form of
construction where brick or stone veneer is to be used-in the construction

-system.

!.,

36
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Platform Frame

The Platform frame is easier & faster to contru t than the Balloon frame.
It does not require lumber in the lengths essen ial for other,construction
methods, and it lends itself to a form of prefabrication.

As Balloon frame, the platform frame commences with a sill pl6te, but the
studs do not rise from this plate. All studs can be precut to a standard
length, Joists and firestopping are placed, and upon this is constructed.
the sub floor. This now acts as a working platform for the storey under
construction.

Walls are commonly prefabbed on the platform, and tilted up into position.

4-- double Plate.

.4t-stud

wa I I 2..

The double plate is a necce'ssity because of this form of construction
they must cross link at the corners.

freo
101110D

wall I

*It
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.

The load carrying components in framed constructions are known as
a) studs b) joists -.

(check one)

If you checked (a) turn to page 36.
If you checked (b) turn to page 6.

,

)

39. .
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For Mstance, Gypsum wall board, plywood , plastic laminates all come in the
standard size of 4' X 8'

40

50"

Solution a 2" X 6" @ 16" o.c.
4. Solufion b 2" X 8" @ 12" o.c.

1.
Solution' c 2" X 6" @ 16" o
Soluiioh d 2" X 8"-4.4 12" o.c.

A board foot of wood of any given grade and species will"not vary significantly
to size of finished member.

So a direct comparison between choica'S can be made..

A board foot is a piece of lumber 12" wide 12" long ang thick. So that
12' X 12" X I" nominal board is 12 bd.' ft. and 12' X 2'X 4" nominal stud
is 8 bd. ft. For comparison anly solution a. would require 26 "joists, each
20' X 2" X 6")i.e., 520 bd. ft. for joists plus 30 X 3 X 2" X 8" 120 bd.ft.
for a total'of 640 bd.ff.

Solution b. would require 22 joists each 30'.X 2" X 8" i.e. 880 bd.ft; for
joists plus 20 X 3 X 2" X 8" ,-, 80 bd.ft. for a total 960 bd.ft.

So it can be seen that quite obviously solution a is more economical than
solution because it uses less material.. However, this does not explore the
entire situation as b. requires fewer posts, end ,leaves The area beneath the
floor clearer, and depending upon what factors are of greatest importance, the
final decision may favour another solution.

Assuming that post6 in a: and b. are 8'0" long, hOw many bd, ft. of lumberis
involved?

a.. bd. ft.

b. bd. ft.



Studs are commonly placed 16" o.c. because

37
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One of the reasons that studs are placed 16"o.c. is because
of the standard sizes of sheet materials.

However, as well, it should be understood that loading must
be taken into account when sizing and placing studs within
a frame wall or partition.

Loading can be. simply assessed by referring to the. appropriate
codes such as that reproduced frame the 1970 NBC below

SIZE L%ND SMCING OF STUDS

Type
of

Wall

o

Support:ti Loads
(includine dead

,,,, Ivadc)
.

,

Minimum
Stud
Siie

' in.

MaXiMUM' hlaximum' Stud Unsupported
Spacing, Height.--

in. ft.

Limited attic storage or no
load

2 by 3
or

24 10

: 2 by 4(1) 12

Full attic storne, or roof-
load, or limited atticstoragc

2 by 4 24 12

plus.onc floor .

.

Pull attic storage r 'ne 2 by 4 16 12Interior
flour.-er roof load p :Inc
flocir, or limited attic s -age
phi; two !loots

.

Full attic storage plus two 2 by 4 12 12
lloo.s, or roof load pl113 two 3 by 4 16 12
flows 2 by 6 16 14

.

Full attic star.: : plus Oirce
floors, or root load plus
three floors.'

2 by 6 .. 12'

.

14

Roof, with tirmi:hott attic
storage

2 by 4 24 10

. Roof, with or witliLt-attic 2 by 4 16 10
stocage.'plus one 'icor .

.

Exterior *Roof, vim or waltout attic 2 by 4 ` 12 10
storage plus two II( ors 3 by 4 16 10

. 2 by 6 16 12

Roof, w.th or without 'attic 2 by 6 12 6
stomp:6plus three fl 'ors _

Col. 1 2 _ 3 4 5

Or they may be calculated.

42
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Openings must be provided for both external and internal walls'0fOr windows
)

and doors. .

What ever.the opening,-a means must be found to carry the loads so that the

area of support removed from the walls can be taken care of. If one did not

transmit the load so that load was applied on the windows or doors, the

membets would either deflect so that these components would be inoperable or

damaged, or in'severe cases of'oyerload, collapse could occur.

In order fo spread the road over an openinqla device known as a !into! isused.

V

plate

2/2.X 6H

.21c4pat 1611.0.c,

double stud

WOOD LINTEL SPANS

Location
of Lintels

O

r. plate

Nominal Maximum The sketch illustrates Oypical opening for
Supported Loads Including Depth Allowable

Dad Loads and Ceiling of Lintels, Spans. a door in an Internal pariftion on the lower

in. floor in a two storey structure. Agaielpise

can be made of tables as here, orrwhere the
Limited attic itorage 4 4 0

6 6 0 requirements are outsideijhe table maybe

8 8-0 calculated.
10 10. 0
12 12 6

An. opening in a single storey building
interior stud wall is required. The opening

will need to be 6'0" wide. What is the

minimum size of lintol required? a) 2/2" X

b) 4" X 6" c) 2" X 12" d) 4" X 12"
Interior
Walls

Full attic storage, or rootload. or

limited attic storage plus one floor 6 3 0
8 4 -0

10 5 0
12 6 0

Full attiq storage plus one floor, or
roof load plus one floor, or limited
attic storage plus two or three floors

4

8 3 0
10 4 0
12 5 ,0

Full attinstorne.,plit5 twn 4.,tr thr,...; 4
floors, or roof load plus two or three 6

floors 8
10
12

2 0
3 0
3 6
4 0

koa, with or without attic storage4
6
8

10

. 12

4 0
6 0
8 0

10 0
12 -0

Roof, with or without attic storage 4 2 0

plus one floor 6 5 0

Exterior 8 7 0
Walls to 8 --- 0

12 9 0

Column 1

2. 4" X 8" f 2/2" X 8" g X 6"

Check applicable size

Roof with or without attic storage 4 2 0

plus two or three Coors 6 4 0
8 6 -- 0

10 7 -0
12 S 0

2 3 -----r--4 . 43
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P
If you checked a) or b) read on., if you checked any others, turn back to
page 39 and see if you can.see where you,Went wrong.

Openings are not only required in walls. Frequently there is a need to
provide openings in floors and roofs to permit the penetration of stairs,
flues, elevators and so on.

As it-is obvious that the provision of an opening greater in size than the
spacing of the structural members weakens the construction, steps must be

.taken to-restore adequate strength to the areas affected.

This is accomplished by the introductionlqf heiders'across the span and
trimmers parallel with the span.

heaI

trtry)

o-p. e
,

er

er

nine

For a span between 4'0 and 10' 8" headers should.be dcabled. Trimmers, too,
must be doubled when the length of-header is between 2' 8" and 6'8" in length,

Below these spans, single headers and trimmers can be used. Above these spans.
their size must be calculated.
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,10 st Pcirl
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5

20 0"

t0"

The plan above indicates the extent of a-floor to be sprIned. Sketch on
the location and size of joists trimmers and headers required. Wood spec;es
Douglas Fir Standard grade.
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Joists - 2" X 8", 16" o.c.

Headers - 2/2" X 8"

Trimmers - 2/2" X 8"

If you did not get thisresult, turn back to p. 44

Its fairly obviouS that when connecting these members together it would
be advantageous if the tops of all members were level. To achieve this
they can either be nailed together or, preferably, a ,i9ist hanger can be
used. The probleMiwith nailing is that one is forced to nail into end grain,
and doing so can cause the wood to split, resulting In toss of strength,
and-additionally, nails driven into end grain are too easily withdrawn,
resulting frequently in 'creaking' of the structure.

Joist hangers are used for a variety of connections not only for connecting
headers to trimmers. They can be used to connect joists to wood beams,
steel beams and concrete or masonry

-
walls, to mention only a few of their

applications.

The joist hangers Is.usually constructed of galvanised sheet steel, bent
to shape

,''

a. for wood to
connect above,belowi
or level with beam.

qv

.

b. for brickltile concrete
wall or steel beams.

-.

c. To carry two joists at same
position over steel beam, concrete wall
or masonry wall.

46



A Joist hanger is used to connect joists or,headers to

a. b. c.

Give three examples.

47
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A Joi'st'hanger is'used to connect Joists or headers to

a. wood or steel beams b. concrete or masonry walls

c. wood trimmers

If you are not sure of your selection of answers to this Auestioh,

turn back to page 42.

Moreoften than not it will' be found that floor Joists will be
required to span distances in'excess of their capacity. In

this event the effective span must be reduced,by the provision

of additional bearing members. These may be either beams or

walls.
46

Beams may be solid wood,built.up wood, laminated wood or -steel
beams.

Walls hay be wood-stud, concrete or masonry.

The table reproduced below'indicates, sizes of built up wood

beams to be used in various conditions.

BUILT-UP WOOD BEAMS IN BASEMENTS,
CELLARS AND CRAWL SPACES, TWO-STOREY DWELLINGS

CM*

Espi
porin
Jo

tal

Unth
(2,3)

N. .

Sin of bat up beam, lodes

1.226 4221 3-2 2 10 44 2 10 12 2 12 4.2 2 12

lt ft R. ft is. ft is. ft es. ft is. ft is.

6 6 6 10 11 12 0 13 10 14 6 16

Cosstructios 10 S 6 9 9 ID 9 12 5 13 0 IS
12 7 6 3 II 9 8 It 4 II 3 13

Douglas IR 14 6 9 6 3 1 6 10 6 10 4 12

Women' Luck 16 6 0 7 7 7 6 9 8 9 3 11 `

Tusk Caul
S 11 6 9 9 10 9 12 5 13 0 ISIldolock .

10 7 5 I 9 9 4 . 11 1 II 4 13
12 6 4 $ 0 8 1 10 1 9 9 12

. 14 6 6 . 7 1 7 2 9 0 8 6 10 I
16 5 1 6 4 6 5 11 0 7 9 9p.m. seas----
8 7 11 9 4 10.1 11 10 12 1 14

No. 1 10 6 7 11 4 11 4 10 6 10 0 12

(emmtruc. 12 5 6 7 2 7' 2 9 0 S 10 11

tioo) 14 5 0 6 3 6 4 8 0 ,8
7 9 9 11

Psalm Cosa 16 47 Si 59 72 JO SS
Yellow Cedar

6 6 4 7 4 8 4 9' 6 10 9 12 5Isotero Ludt
Jack Perm No. 2 JO 5 6 6 7 7 6 11 6 9 7 11 1

Otmedma II 5 2 6 0 6 10 7 II 6 8 10 1
14 6 SO 5 6 6 4 7 4 7 9 9 4
16 4 6 5 2 5 9 6 10 7 0 6 11so

.
lli(Arsabilis

0

No.1

,

8
JO

7 6
6 3

8 1
7 9

0 6
7 11

11 0
9 10

11 6 ,
9 7l 13 4

11. 11 .
ssd Crud's) (Coast:us. 12 5 5 6 10 6 10 6 6 8 4 10 5
Palms 11r lion). 14 4 10 6 0 6 1 7 6 7 5 9 3
Easters Hemlock 16 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 10 6 6 8 4

Pine ( Ladle pole
sad Ponderosa) 8 5 11 6 10 7 9 9 0 10 0 11 6
!prow (.11 No. 2 10 5 3 6 1 6 II 8 0 1 11 10 4

Wee) (Staadmd) 12 4 10 5 7 6 4 7 4 6 2 9 5
14 46 52 5 20 6 9 75 19

amama= II 4 2 4 10 5 6 6 4 6 8 6 2

6 4 7 4 8 6 9 10 10 6 .12 6No.1 8
Rioters Red (Construe. 10 5 II 6 7 7 3 8 9 1 9 11 0
Wet lion) 12 5 0 6 0 6 3 7 ID 7 7 9 3
Red fins (No. 1 14 4 5 5 6 5 7 7 0 6 10 6 5
Piot (Pasteen sod LIdoeniion) 16 4 0 4 II 5, 1 6 3 6 2 7 7

Western Ve hite)
No. 2

'
6 4 11 .1 8 6 9 7 9

.
8 6 9 10Poplar (Aspen,

Lusetooth . (Standard) 10 4 4 3 1 6 0 6 II 7 6 S 10
pm. and (No. 2 12 4 0 4 7 1 6 '41 4 7 0 11 1

om Poplar) Dunne:30) 14 3 6 4 3 5 1 5 II 6 5 7 5.
16 3 6 4 0 6 9 5 6 6 0 7 0
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A floor consisting of 2" X)0" joists @ 16"o.c. is required to span
20'0". Is h- 'possible.to spah this distancf without additional support?
a. Yes b. No (Check I)

If no, is_your answer, and you have decided that a beam is required, using
table' on p.44, what is its size?

The beam span is limited to 1210"c.c., and the lumber to be used is
construction grade spruce.

a. 4-2" X 10" l'beam required at mid span.

b. .4-2" X 12" I beam required at mid span.

c. 3-2" X. 12" 2 beams required at 1/3 spin.'

d. 3-2-101i 2 beams required at 173 span.
check your solution.

Sketch your solution.

L. 49
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Unless the depth of the joist is increased and the spacing reduced a beam
or some form of Intermediate support is neccessary.

The choice As between b and c, both of which solutions are adeqUate.

If you checked any other solution review pages 44, 45.

0

ri

o
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.Now it becomes obvious 'that the beams,larrying the floor are limited in'
length, and it is frequently necessaryto provide space in excess of the.
beam spans available Again, use can be made of point supports - that is,
columns of wood, steal, masonry or concrete., or of continuous supports at
right angles to the beams, that is loadbearing walls of wood masonry or

. concrete.

In small scale construction (up to two stories) two types of columns
support are used most frequently. The solid or builtla wood post or
the steel jack post.

The size of columns should normally be calculated, but for small buildings
there are minimum requirements.

Wood posts

circularThe diameter of a circular or width of a rectangular wood column must
always be as great as the width of the beam it supports. Unless calculations
prove otherwise, the minimum size of wood columns are 8" diameter for round
columns, 6" X 6" for rectangular °hes.' They can be solid, glued laminated
or built up.Glued laminated columns are subject to compliance with CSA
0177 which is a qualification code for ManuYactures of this kind of assembly.
See appendix.

Built,up columns consist of a series of strips of wood the full length of
the fin-al column, the same width as the finished column and 2" thick

Steel Columns Cr posts

Steel pipe columns may be used in-location's as for wood in which case they
mutt be a minimum of 2 7/8" outside diameter with a wall thickness of 3/16"
and be provided with I/4"-thick 4" X 4" steel plates at each end.

Built up 8" X 8" column
Consisting of 4-2" X 8" pieces,5'f wood,

A now acceptable variation on the steel column, much favoured by contractors
is the adjustable steel jack post. This consists of a heavy gauge tube into
whit: is fitted a boss containing a heavy coarse pitched threaded section of
hardened steel which can be adjusted before and after installation for length
It, too, has 4" X 4"'X 1/4" plates welded to each end.

This provides a means to counter the effects of differential s lement

Whatever type of support is used,, there must be secure fastenings provided
between all members'to prevent lateral movement.
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A built up beam consisting of 3-2' X 8' construction grade Douglas Fir
carries a floor 20'0" X 30'.

How many wood posts et what spacing are required?

a. 3-6" X 11 posts at 7'6" o.c.
',,.,

b. 2 X 6" posts at 6'8" o.c.

c. -6" X 6" posts at 10' 0" o.c.

d. -6" X 6" post at mid span.

Check 1 and sketch your solution.
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Both a. 3-6" X 6" posts at 7'6"

776
and b.-2-6" X 6" posts at 618" D.C.

Will serve.

Note that.in each case, the actual span'of the beam is less than the
spacing of the posts.

Solution c. exceeds the safe beam span,

and the beam would therefore have to be increased in size to 4-2" X 8"

Solution D. Also exceeds the safe beam span'and would require a beam size
increase to either 3-2" X 12 "' or 4.-2" X 10"

The decision to place the beam on the long,or short exis'of the building
is influenced by many factors - length, size and cost of available lumber?
space requirements of spaces at the lower level and so on. Very simply,
the resultant floors could b' compared for quantity of wood.

Estimate the sizes of joist required in each of solutions a, b. c.
using construction grade Douglas Fir.
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a. 3 -,6" X 6" posts 8' long = 72 bd. ft.

b. 2 - 6" X'6" posts 8' long tz 48 bd. ft.

All members which transmit loads to the ground require footings. These
are usually of obncrefe, often unrei'nforced, and simply spread the load
so thatthe ground bearing pressure is not exceeded.

in fact, if is usually required that loads on the ground are limited to a
maximum of 1/3 the ultimate ground bearing pressure. Most cosily, 3000
lbs/in2 @ 28 days concrete is used for both strip and.pad footings..

The table below indicates minimum footing sizes. .Wcod frame construction.

1o. of floors
supported

"Minimum strip foot(nq widths Minimu4area'ofColumn
footings spaced not more

.than 8'0" o.c, wood or
steel

Su pporting

Exterior walls.interior
Supporting

Walls
"s,_

I Wood . In. 8 in. 4 1/2 sq. ft,
.

2 Wood 14 in. 14 in. '8 sq. ft,

3 Wood
,.----

18 irri.,,_ 20 in. 11 sq; ft."

I Masonry
Veneer

12 ./4. 8"

.

2 Masonry
Veneer

io 1/2" 14"

,
.

3 Masonry
Veneer

20 1/2". 20"

I Masonry 15" (3"

2 Masonry 19" 19"

3 Masonry 23" 25" ,
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A. The continuous support bearing on ground and carrying a wall is known
as a (strip) (pad) footing.

B. The support membesbearing 8n ground and carrying a column or post is
known as a (strip) '(-pad) footing.

C. The ultimate ability of the ground to carry load is known .as

spread load
ground, bearing prissu.

ultirnate.grobnd bearing pressure
footit.j toad

allowable ground bearing.ressutee
(check appropriate descriptionY

56
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A. Strip footing

B. Pad tooting

C. Ultimate ground bearing pressure.

The ground bearing pressure, or allowable ground bearing pressure is the
load on the ground which should not be exceeded. This is usually 1/3 of
the ultimate ground bearing pressure.

The soil conditions are normally derived from a soils or foundation analysis,
carried out by specialists in this field. Testing ,normally consists of
test pits, test borings and laboratory analysis.

Sketch of typical boring log.

57
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The tables on page 51 are for use only where it is known that no problems
exist and the structure to be erected doesnot exceed 3 floors and basement.

The procedure outlined on Page 53 is recommended on all building projects
which do not fall within the categories above. Mention was previously made
of test pits. These are always of value as they allow visual interpretation
of bearing materials and, more importantly,can give a very clear approximation
of the ground water fable. The ground water table which is never flat is
the uppermost level of water in the ground.. It varies normally and significanly
from a maximum in late Winter/Early Spring to a minimum in late Summer/Fall.
The presence of water in the ground is ignored only at considerable risk. As

this water exerts pressure on sub structures, at the least it results in leaky
and wet basements, and at the other end of the scale can actually float a
building. As buildings are rarely designed as boats, the rise and fall can literally
wreck the super structure. For this reason meansard used.to drain off water
and thereby reduce pressure on foundations. This will usually consist of pipes,
either perforated or with open joints laid around the perimeter and sometimes
herring bone fashion under slabs. The pipes are then connected to a convenient
drain, sewer or water course.

Perforated pipe

felt cover to stop
ingress of soil.

Pipe. laid with open joints
t' Y
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Footing drains are used to a) Drain off excess water

b), Prevent leaks in basements

c) Prevent Building from floating

d) Lower ground water table

Check one

59
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Lower ground water table.

If you chose any but this answer, refer back to a e 54. Although footing drains
achieve all these things described it is o as a nsequence of lowering the
ground water table. Footings do not have to be concrete, nor do they have to
be strips or pads. They can be of many materials. Wood, masonry and steel
have been used successfully for many year-. Frequently Piles are used where
support is not available'at a convenient depth. Piles can be of precast
concrete, poured in piece concrete, stee , or wood. They may be end bearing
or friction piles; They may be driven or bored.

Then there are Caissons and rafts.

A raft foundation V essentially a series of pad footings. connected together
to form a single slab. The implication of the name is most revealing, for
in fact if the foundation is deep enough it can be designed to float - the
weight of the entire building being equal to the weight of displaced soil.

A caisson is actually an accessible shaft, usually belled at the bottom
press4rized to resist collapse which permits inspection of the bearing surface
and when filled becomes a col n through whibh building loads can be trans-
ferred to bedrock or other sul ble material.
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As these kinds of foundations are beyond the present scope it is sufficient
that you should be aware of the terms used to describe these items, and to
know what each of them are.

A friction pile carries loads by transmitting imposed loads to the soil
through frictions between its sides and the surrounding soil.

An end bearing pile carries loads by acting as a simple column, transmitting
loads to the soil at its. end. .

61
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This is a (floatinsg) (pad)
(strip) loupdation.
(Check. one).

.

a

11

...

This is a (pad) (raft) (strip)
(floating) foundation (Check one)

This is a (caisson) (bored pile)
(driven pile) (friction pile).
(end bearing pile)
(Check'one)
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A.' This is a raft foundailo . Note that the concrete is continuous across

fhe slab but is thickened whe e loads are supported. This type of footing

must be reinforced with steel It could be called a floating foundation

but in fact it is not until the.displaced soil is equivalent in weight to

the total building. It is obviously not a pad orstrip foundation. See

page 51, 52, 53.

B. This is a strip foundation. Note that there are joints between footing,

wail and slab. The joint-between footing and wall is for convenience. The

joint between floor and wall is essential.

C. This is a driven pile. It is not possible to say from such a sketch whether
it is a friction pile or an end bearing pile, as this is much more a matter
of design than of appearance. ,The appearance of bored piles and caisson are
different however, a caisson often looking like this.'

e. .

and a bowed pile like this

I

.. .....1 ....

The bored pile does not need a shoe, or pointed end.

63
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Although in small buildings Of the kind discussed here there will not usually
be any need to be concerned with expansion joints, that is joints which
permit horizontal movement without overstressing components; there is need
to consider movement as a result of settlement and differential expansior
and contraction.

It is neccessary to understand and accept that all materials move for many
reasons: moisture content and temperature are the root causes but com-
binations and consequences of these two plus the effects of mechanical
strength and agipg result in a broad*basisfor unwanted effects.

We will look at two types of movement only:in detail:

Settlement and Differential expansion and contraction

Settlement results from the fact that if a great weight is placed upon the
ground it will normally be compressed. Careful and thorough compaction of
ground can reduce the effects of settlement to an almost negligable'amount,
but all buildings settle. Careful design can reduce the effects of settle-
ment by ensuring that movement takes place at well defined locations.

0,

The sketch above shows a typical section through a, foundations wail and
concrete floor slab. Both are unreinforcedi Shrinkage of concrete tendd
to retract the floor slab from the wall, the greater load on the foundation
wall has a tendency to cause a shearing or slipping action between the wall
and floor. Details of the:type above allow movement to take place without
damaging either component. The sketches shown below do not permit move-
ment and should be avoided.
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Movement of a building takes place a. vertically

b. horizontally

c. vertically and horizontally

d. in all directions

(check one)

t
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Movement takes place In all directions, but through careful design they
can be taken care of with horizontal and vertical joint designs.

Inspect the basement of a typical residence. Prepare sketches of floors
and walls showing locations and size of cracks. Write a report describing
conditions, the reasons for their occurence and the ways in which the
problems could have been prevented. Complete this assignment before pro-
ceedingfurther:

66
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Cracks in unreinforced walls usually occur at openings and in a fairly regULar
pattern about 15'0" o.c. These are Lsually qute narrow - no more. than ror
greater size of cracks generally results from differential settlement, caused
usually by unequal compaction of the ground beneath the footings. The former
type of movement is caused bY simple shrinkage of covcrete. It can be
minimized by careful compaction and curing of concrete and by reinforcing
with steel. Despite these precautions, shrinkage will still occur. The
best that can be done is to control the locations of the crack, and to allow
for constant movement. This is done by constructing an expansion joint. The

'design of these joints can become very sophisticated but the principle is
always the same: to separate the components into sizes which are stable, and

. to provide an impervious material' between them which is elastic: .

4.1 0
o

.. 4" 0

. .4
-0.

4, A 0.
. so.
'3
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In floors it 'will_ be found that a fairly rectangular pattern of cracks at
about 1510"o.c. is formed, except that diagonal cracks form around columns,
as shown below.

To Control 'these cracks floors should be cast in bays between 10' and-W.
square. The joints so formeck are filled with a caulking compound. Around
columns floors are cast thus:

So that each panel of concrete is free to move without affecting the ad-
.joining component. This system makes it essential to pour concrete in
checkerboard fashion, and this tends to be inconvenient. An alternative
method of pl'oviding joints is to use a diamond saw. The entire slab is
poured, anethen, within seven days of the pour, the machine is used to .

cut it into bays. This cutting must go right through the slab., Frequently,
one will see apparent saw cuts, but if they do not extend far enough Into
the material they becdme useless decoration. I

68
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Concrete is a very common building material for many reasons, but its
strength, durability and convenience are those which have the greatest
appeal.

Concrete is a mixture of Portland cement, fine aggregate and coarse-

aggregate and water.

Portland cement - so called because of the similarity of appearance in
colour and texture to Portland Stone - is made by heating a mixture of
limestone and clay to a high temperature, and grinding this product to
a fine, powder together with a small quantity of.gypsum.

.There are several types of Portland Cement manufactured for a variet%, of
purposes, all of which are described in detail in CSA A - 5. In ge, al

there is ordinary Portland Cement for most general construction purposes.
Sulphate resisting concrete for use in situations where deterioration due
to sulphate attack must be guarded against, and high early strength cement
for use in situations where working loads must be applied before proper
curina of'standard cement had proceeded to the point where load applications
could be safely contemplated.

c
Fire aggregates are :iodides of rock, sand, slag or other inert materials

_which will pass a 3/8'" sieve, coarse aggregates are similar materials but

,
ranging in size up 2 1/2" - the actual size used depending upon location
and requirements of the component being produced.

I
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Concrefe'is composed of (Sand and Ceme1T)
(aggregate and cement)
(fine aggregate coarse aggregate and cement)
(cement water and aggregate)

Check one.
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Concrete is composed of cement, water, and aggregate. The fineness of the
aggregate will have direct affect upon The quantity of cement to be used,
but theamount of water has been proved to be the major factor in determining
the final strength of the concrete.

COncrete does not set as a result of water drying out, althqugh naturally
there is a large degree of evaporation of water. Concrete sets due to a
chemical action known as 'hydration!' Typically, even in a dry mix, much
more water is added to the ingredients than is required to hydrate,the
cement. The addition of water improves the wOrkability of the material- but
seriously reduces its strength. The aim, therefore, is to produce a mix
which is sufficiently workable with the minimum watercontent.

Visit construction lab and perform experiments under the guidance of the
technician
The amount of water to cement is the water/cement ratio.

The site test prior toplacing is the slump test.

The more water, he greater the slump and vice versa. As well as affecting
strength, the water cement ratio has an'affecT upon crmensional stability of
concrete. As all tle cement paste does is glue the particles of aggregate
together, it shouic be obvious that if excess water exists Initially, its
evaporation wiii result in shrinkage and the development of voids, as hydration
is comple+ed long before evaporation has ceased.

In o,-::C, to attain the ideal .f a minimum water/cement:ratio with an acceptable
degree of workability chemical additiVes have been developed. These additives
essentially effervesce, causing the formation of many air bubbles within the
concrete. This also known as "air.entrained concrete". Concrete made in
this way is less Susceptible to frost action' (the cells formed do not interr
connect) acrd is far- easier to place.

t.
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The following experiment must be undertaken in the Construction Lab.

Intent

To find the effect of water/cement ratio on bulk density, percentage porosity
and compressive strength of cement mortars.

Theory

Water is added to cement to produce chemical change which causes the cement to'
set, and also to lubricate the aggregate particles so that they will slide over
another and compact into a dense concrete. The water required for the chemical
change is determined by the nature and quantity of the cement and must be

sufficient for the chemical,change to proceed to completion; the water required,
for workability depends upon'the nature. and grading of the aggregate and the

method to be.used for compaction. The water not*chemically combined with the
cement will'evaporate as the concrete dries out, leaving voids, which reduce
the density and mechanical strength.Maximum density and strength should be given
by the use of the minimum quantity of Water to give the necessary workability.

Method

1. Weigh out 200g amounts of Portland cement and 600g quantities of sand and
measure mixing water to give water/cement ratios of (a) 0.45 (b) 0.55

(c) 0.65 (d) 0:75

2. Mix dry and then with water.
1

3. Place in oiled moulds in two layers and consolidate each layer by 25 strokes
with rammer.

4. Identify each mix.

5. Store for 24 hours at 90 per cent R.H. 'and then immerse in water for 7 days.

6. Weigh.

:7. Dry in oven at 105°C.

8. 'Weigh, calculate bulk density and percentage porosity.

9. getermine compressive strength.

10. Plot graphs indicating relationship between W/C ratio and % Porosity,
W/C ratio and strength.

Report.
Bulk

Cube Ratio. Volume Density

% Porosity Compressive
.Strength

A

B

C

D

Faibdr
1/67 .
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The harden:ilg of concrete is a result of

a. the evaporation o' water

the entrapment of air within it

c. the combination of water with cement

(Check one)

a
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The hardening of concrete is a result of the combination of water with
cement or hydration. This chemical action produces.heat which in large
components requires cociing by special means This is not &significant
problem Ln small buildings. In order TO produce satisfactory concrete
it must be cured. Concrete is cured in warm weather by simply ensuring
that there is not premature loss of water. In cold conditions, in addition
to preventing loss of water, the material is heated, both during placement
and for a period - usually seven days.7 thereafter Freezing must be
avoided at all costs. Frozen 3000# concrete has been known to reach
compressive strengths of less than 600# at 28 days and this quite obviously
spells dange..

In common with natural stone, which material it most,closely resembles,
concrete is a heavy material characterized by great compressive strength
but poor tensile strength.

In order to improve its tensile strength metal is used as a reinforcement,

FOrtunately steel and concrete both ekhibit almost the same coefficient of
expansion and +bus work extremely well together. Thus'it is that steel
in bar and mesh form is universally used for +he purpose of -einforcing
concrete. For the Arlitect- one of the greatest advantages of concrete He
in its ability to practically any shape - it can be sprayeu as well
as placed. Thy, s so much the case that it ;s sometimes referred to as a
"plastic" mat,a-.al.

r.
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Because concrete is (strong) (weak) in compression and (weak) (strong)
in tension steel is used to increase the (tensile) (compressive) strength
of the composite material.

(delete The inappropriate words)

I
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Concrete is strong in compression and weak in tension. Steel reinforcement
is used to increase the tensile strength of the composite material.

The design' of reinforced concrete members is covered in structures courses,
and so this aspect is not discussed here. However, the production of steel
is a part of construction. Wher embedded in concrete, sufficient cover
must be provided over the reinforcement in order to protect it form corrosion.
The amount of cover varies in accordance with the location and type of component.
In footings there must be a minimum of 3" of concrete between steel and ground.
Concrete exposed to the weather must have 2" cover for bars larger than #5
and 1 1/2" for bars #5 or smaller. Walls and slats not exposed to weather
require 3/4" concrete cover over reinforcement and beams and girders require
1 1/2" cover in the same situation. Column reinforcement must have 1 1/2"
of cover or- not, less than I 1/2" times the maximum size of coarse aggregate.
The'cbvers stated are minimum, they must be increased for fire protection.
purposes and in corrosive atmospheres or in extreme exposures.

Maw
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Concrete cover

a. Ensure bond.

#

required over'reinforcement to

b.' Protect it from effects of fire

c. Protect it from corrosion.

.

I
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Concrete cover is required around reinforcement to protect it from corrosion.

Prepare sketch sections through a typical 2 s*ore'y framed structure

a. pl6tform frames

b. balloon framed.

Show foundation, foundation walls and drainage,' floor slabs, roof and window
openings.

a.
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On page 28 the subject of sheathing was introduced.
Review pages 22-29 before reading on.

Sheathing provides lateral restrdint for frame wall and roof construction.
It can take many forms. It can be diagonal or horizontal boarding, plywood,

or other nailable sheet material.

The three most popular materials are wood boarding, plywood and particle
board. The plaster or plasterboard interior skin also acts in the same way
as sheathing applied to the outside of the frame, but it is rarely considered
as such. '

The sheathing must of neccessity be nailable in order that finishing materials
may be attached to It.

-The.following table indicates the minimum sheathng,thickness for various
conditions in.walls.

Minimum Thickness

Type of'sheathing
9

Supports @ 16"o.o. Supports,@ 24"o.c.

Wood boarding !I/16" 11/16"
.

Insulatin§ fibre-
board

3/8"
.

7/16"

Gypsum board 3/8" 1/2"

Exterior type
plywood

1/4" -5/16"

.

Particleboard 1/4" _5/16"

Although gypsum board and fibreboard are included, they cannot be used for
the attachment of siding materials as they will not retain fasteners,

as nails or screws. They can be used in conjunction with ...bneer construction,
.where fasteners are connected to the structural system through the sheathing.

Sheathing is not essential in certain circumstances when exte-:or cladding
does not require fastening between supports such as is the case with horizontal

boarding or. plywood sheathing may be omitted, but only. if it does not of teat

lateral stability.' For instance a gable end wall must be sheathed because !t

provides lateral stability. If lateral stability is provided by other means,

such as bracing, the sheathing can be deleted.

Gable end wall

-t



An exterior wall consisting 'of 2" X 6" studs at 16" o.c. 'is to be clad
with cedbr shingles.

a. It does not require sheathing

b. It requires 11/16" boarding as sheathing

c. It requires 3/8" gypsum board as sheathing

d. Lt.requires 15/16"exterior quality plywood as sheathing

Check the appropriate solutions-
,

i

.
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An exterior wall consisting of 2" X 6" studs at 16" o.c. clad with cedar
shingles requires backing and must be nailed between supports. It'must

therefore be sheathed. Gypsum board will not.hold nails, and is there-
fore of no.use. 15/16" exterior quality plywood is thicker than neccessary,
though a good choice otherwise. 11/16" boarding fills the bill exactly,

and is easier to nail.

Sheathing must be adequately nailed to studs. Boarding as above would require

2 two inch nails into each support.if less than 8" wide and 3 two inch nails
Into each support it more than 8" wide.`

The size and placing of nails is most important as too few or too small will
not be sufficient to'holcithe structure together whereas too many or too
big in extreme cases can split and damage materials and contribute to poor
building performance.

Assuming that 5/16" plywood was used in the above example, how many and what
site nails would be required?

See appendix for nailing tables.

81
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Sheathing in this case would require 2" nails driven into supports 12"o.c.
along intermediate supports and 6" o.c. along edges.

Contractors frequently prefer to use sheet materials fOr sheathing as It
reduces labour and thereby cost of construction.

Having satisfactorily prepared the frame to receii/r the cladding, the
,cladding itself can be considered. Turn to paggb.,

,

,
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The roof, too, must be sheathed, and for the same reasons as walls. That
is,,to provide rigidity, to form a surface. for the installq;on of weather-
proofing, to provide a surface for fastening. Required thickness of
sheathing are shown below.

Spacing of Rafter
or Joist in o.c.

Plywood thickness
Edges supported

T & G

12"o.c.

16"o.c.

2Q "o.c.

24"v.c.

Edges Unsupported
Particle Board
thickness Edges
Supported

Boarding
Less than 12"
Wide

5/16"

5/16"

3/8"

3/87

5/16"

3/8"

1/2"

T/2"

3/8"

3/8"

7/16"

7/16"

Plywood is considered to be unsupported at edges-if one or more sides cannot
be nailed to a support. See sketches under, .

11/16"

11/16"

3/4"

3/4".

Supported

However support can be provided with 2" X 2" blocking nailed between foists
or rafters or metal 'H' clips can be provided.

Blocking 'H' clip

Once again selection of roof sheathing will depend upon the final finish to be
applied.to the roof, The nail holding aptbili':/ of particleboard is less
than either plywood or wood boarding and s.o is nr.)' so desirable in terms of

but does perform adequately, and is cheaper than the other materials

d3
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It should always be remembered that all materials expand and contract with , /
tempei-ature and moisture variations. There-fore it is essential to leave /
space for such movements to take place, Leave at least 1/16" between panels
to allow for-such movement. Boarding,'as it is so much narrower, rat/61y

specified to have any particular tolerance left in assembly. The ass,dMption,
which:is usually safe, is that wood will tend to dry Jut and shrink/there-
after movement will be of less significance. However, it is obvgUs that
the boarding should not be cramped,up tight, as any swelling wo I'd result
in huckling of the sheathing.

All that is really achieved by leaving room for movement a reduction in
stress on the waterproof membrane.

Take an ordinary rubber band, hold ti betweenVinger a d thumb in both hcrids
so that about 1/8" separates both thumbs. Extpd +Ke band to about 3/4'
and repeat several times. The rubber L Ad takeF. +Xis stress relatively well.
Now repeat, but with thumbs separated by about 1//52'2. If you held the rubber
band securely it probably broke. MoSt roofing aterials are elastic, but
far less sothan rubber. What are your concl.sions?

84
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There are a vast,array o4 materials offered to the designer as the ultimate

answer to cladding buildings. Basically these are natural or artificial.

The natural materials include wood, stone and slate.

The artificial ones4brick, concrete, asbestos, alumixium, steel, plastic,

clay tile and so on.

In construction it is far easier to look at these materials in terms of

'thickness, and therefore methods of installation, Thee materials are used

as cladding, thick materials as veneer.

Wood

Wood is produced in many forms for use as cladding. Some of the oldest and

best are shingles, shakes, and weatherboarding. Shingles a:.1 shakes are

produced m::inly from cedar and redwood, as these woods have a greater re-

sistance to decay than most others, and are easily cut or split to form the

thin units known as shingles and shakes. Originally both shingles and hakes

were hand split; they are now most frequently machine cut. When cut, he

tendency is to shear 4.--ough the cells of the wood, whereat splitting. liows

the wood to break W7hout cutting through the cells. Splits, then a. known

to be less absorpt:.e than saw:ng shingles and shakes., *Unf9rtuna-tely the

large-labour-ccr-7ent-makes them expensive. jibweverla hybrid -is available

where the wood is machine cut on one face and hand split on the other,'

provOi^g the best of both worlds. The iniiarplece is split double-thick-

ness, a.-.a subsequently diagonally sawn.

hand Split, machine cut

Shingles are usually manufactured in lengths of 16" 18" or 24", and are

approximately 8" wide.

The amount of shingle or shake exposed after installation :s known as she

'weather', on walls the amount exposed to the 'weather' is

6" - 8", although this varies wiln the patio.ilar applical:on.

j 85
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The following materials as applied to wood frame construction are (claddings)
(veneers).wood,, asbestos, steel, aluminum, plastic, slate, clay, tile.

Check appropriate statement.

86.
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,

Wood, asbestos, steel, aluminum, plastic, slate and clay tile are all

cladding materials. The veneer materials include stone, b ick and concrete

in small and large units. t

k.

A shingle is defined as a piece of wood thinner at one end then the other,.
produced by sawing.

A shake is also thinner at one end than the other as butt, but is split,
not sawn, usually by hand. Aesthetically shakes are preferred by many
architects because of the texture and random appearance that. results from
their use. Shakes are usually thicker- than shingles; much rougher in

texture and variable in size and.thickness.

s

ilill
shingles

tieathi ri

6

g

A
1=_-...

e'...

41"- ,,'.

.

Shakes kShingles are applied as shown in the sketch above.
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Wood sidingj)sometimes known as novelty siding or drop siding,consists
of boarding usually 16' long and variable in width usually between.
4" - 8". This kind of siding can be used without sheathingiput this
is not recommended except for temporary structures. The range of
profiles is shown below.

(a) Typical Profglo, Drop Siding

Although it is possible to start at the top of the building and work
down to the bottom due to the tongue and groove of shiplap feature
of these boards, thereby avoiding scaffold.marring of, the surfacev,",
the boards must be wedged up tightly to each otherp they are to'
perform satisfactorily. Nailing, at least two per support is through
the face, and thereforeeven when puttied in, shows on the face.

88
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Lap siding or bevel siding is the same profile as shingles and is applied
to the wall in a'similar way to shingles. \These boards should lap at least
1 1/2" preferably 2" to prevent water penetrations. If the boards are narrow,
they can be nailed through the top, so hiding the, fdstening, otherwise
they must be nailed through the butt or thick end sothat each succeeding

. course is nailed through the preceding one.

Wide boards Narrow boards
nailed through heaa & butt nailed thorugh head only.

.Note that in all cases the top of the foundations wall is covered by the

cladding.

Slates and tiles, popular in Europe, are applied in a very similar way to
shingles and will no-F..1)e enlarged upon here except to say that properly

used they are tremendously durable.

n all cases where a cladding is used, entire dependence for weatherproofing
is not left to the cladding, all are always fastened over a waterproof membrane,
Usually Heavy asphalt coated paper, sometimes asphalt coated felts.

, Prepare sketches to stow wall assemblies. clad with narrow boards, wide
boards, and shingles/sit a scale of 1 1/2" = 1'0".
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Vertical boarding has no advantages over horizontal boarding or. shingles
in use, but frequently it is selected for its aesthetic value, Sheathing -

and building paper must be prC..ided over the frameand to this the vertical
boarding is nailed. 'Boarlds should if possible run the entire height of the
wall. Two types of board are principally used - square edge.boards and
tongued and grooved boards:

If square edge boarding is usedAt is bedded in caulking compound at the
joints end driven up tight. The joints are then covered with a nailed on
wood bal.ten. It is possible to produce a variety of effects by varying
the widths of boards, and battens and to place battens under instead of
over the joints.

Battens over

studs
sheathing
Bldg. paper
Boards
Battens

Battens under

Tongued and grooved boarding is also applied over building 1:plr and
,sheathing. Unless special arrangements-ere-made to emphasise tile.joint,
a pLame unbroken,auf-face.results-. However because movement takes place
it is usual to emphasise the junctions of boards by making a vee joint
or channel joint in the boardi

Nee joint Channel joint'

..
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'Patent' Cladding embraces aluminum & steel strip formed siding, asbestos
cement siding, pressed beard siding and plastic siding all of which are
usually supplied with a baked on enamel finish coat, thereby reducing
both first command maintenance.

But they have disadvantages as well as advantages, steel can be dented,
will rust%if chipped or broken and can magnify the sounds of impact from
rain, hail etc. It can also hold an electrical charge, and should therefore
be grounded.

- .

Aluminum is easily torn, and dented, but is-less susceptible to oxidation
than steel.

Plastic Cusually poly vinyl chloride or PVC) siding does not suffer from
the same difficulties as the metals, bu-i has problems of its own. it is too
early to be sure but fire.' resistance' resistance to weathering and colour) ,

stability sand resistance to paint solvents are likely to be a source of
difficulties in servi e. ,

7

nail --

_ .

drarnage & pressure
equalization hole

Typical plastic siding

91 .
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Cladding is used as a) A protective finish to s ructure

b) An aesthetic skin

c) To waterproof the ructure

d) As a primary wea er barrier

9,Z

. , .
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Cladding is used as a primary weather barrier. It should'only be considered
as part of a system. Theoretically the wall is compoSed of four elements..

I. Structural element

2. Air barrier

3. Thermal barrier

4. Moisture or weather barrier

In some materials, some of these funCtions can be combined. In others they
cannot. Bi-oadly speaking Prefabricated techniques attempt to include as
many functions as possible in the same material, whereas on site technique
deal with each aspect separately. All elements are important, someltlowever
must be protected from mechanical injury, for examplelinsulation is-usually
brittle, plastic vapour barriers'are easily torn. ThOs a typical wall
constructed on site consists of;

DraW a series.of
three of them usi
with the minimum
If you can, turn

(nternal .finish (protects interior of wall)

Mr barrier .

Insulation

Structure

Secondary weather barriers,

Primary weather barriers.

4 wall sections namely the materials and their functions,
ng traditional means, and the fourth combining functiotits-
of materials. If you cannot do this, turn to next page.
to p. 90.

4 44
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Typical' shingled wall

MI&

3

shingles

bldg. paper

plywood

sheathing

structure

insulation

vapor barrier

plaster board

2

face brick

air space

bldg. paper

sheathing

structure

insulation

vapor barrier

plasterboard

Typical brick veneer wall

Typical masonry cavity wall

-

brick

space

sulation

apour barrier

concrete block

piaster

94
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concrete
sandwich
panel.
insulation
cast in

Typical concrete sandwich
panel
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1.

In order to reduce the impact of thermal movement on components and structure,
it is desirable to keep the majority of the building at as even a temperature
as possible.

.

Theoretically, if an insulation material could be found that was impervious
to moisture, was structurally strong enough to carry loads and was of low
permeability,, walls could consist of a single element. However, no such
material presently exists.

An attempt has been made in the development of concrete sandwich panels to
achieve a reduction ih the number of materials. But this requires concrete
of extraordinary strength and quality, and xlemands a very high standard of
quality control and accuracy. Even so, difficulties develop at joints, and
these require extreme care in design and execution. Seepage 89, sketch 4.
This type of panel is economic only if made in sufficien. quantity.

Successful sytems,rely upon taking advantage of natural phenomena. The
greatest problem is rain leakage. This can only take place:
I. If there is water present

2. There is a hole through which it,can move,

3. There is a force present to drive it through the hole.

f 1

.c"

t
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In order to keep thermal movement to a minimum shbuld one

-a)1 Keep the building warm

b). I nsu I ate. the bu I di ng, thorough I y

c) Keep the building cool

d) t'Jiaintain the structure of the bui {ding a1 an even temperature

Check one

1

1

,\ t t
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If you checked a).b) or c))turn to page 89, before reading on.

To maintain the structure of the building at an even temperature requires
placement of insulation

a) Within the external walls?

b) On the inside face of the external walls?

On the outside face of the external walls?

Check one

37
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On the outside face of the external wall, so that the majority of the
building is at an even temperature. Urfortunately.this is presently only
an idea. A protective material must b.1- placed over the-insulation to protect
it. But it is possible and desirable to insulate the major mass of the
wall and building.

This partly explains the success of shingle walls. The external protective
skin, made up of small overlapping units,is able to absorb movement, while
the majority of the mass pf the wall is kept at an even temperature.
Additional to this success however is the-fact that air spaces are formed
between the shingles and the sheathing, thus permitting pressure equalization.
This is sought in many walls.

Typically, though, a continous air space is produced between the component
parts of the wall.

open joints

exterior

open joints ---

flashing.

4" brick
I" air space
I" rig'd insertion

vapour barrier
concrete block
plaster

The interior wall is made as tight as possible the outer skin is assumed to
leak, but the cavity allows water to drain out, and for pressure to equalize.
Properly executed this wall will not leak. But mortar must not be dropped
on masonry ties, ties must belarranged to pitch outward, and weep holes at
bottom of wall must be clear.

I For further information on this aspect see Canadian Building Digest 21
"Cavity I Is" T. Richie.
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Similar considerations apply to roofs is to walls. Probably the most
successful roof form is the pitched -type. They usually work well because
they take advantage of natural phenomena. Their attributes were originally
developed by tradition. Now we know why they work so well.

'Overlapping shingles

Sheathing

roof structure

vented attic

insulation

Vapour barrier

Ceiling finish
Air01111111/811/11111.1InMatinif/M11111)0)1011110111MMIIVID4Wn

Z.."4
'411/1111;,:i

The attic space is ventilated so that pressure in the protected space is
equal to outside air.

The slope of the roof allows gravity to assist with draining the roof
surface.

The small overlapping units (shingles) permit movement without ruptdre.

The insulation and vapour barrier are protected.

The slope of roof is expressed either in inches per foot, e.g. 3 i 12
is 3" in 1'0" or in degrees 3 in 12= 15°

This is the minimum pitch for wood shingles; for 210 lb. asphalt shingles
the minimum pitch is 4 in 12. Lower pitches required different materials,
although frequently essentially flat roofing techniques are used.

99



Installation of asphalt shingles (typical)

starter strip

#15 felt

95

Note that there is a minimumQf two : ishi-iglethicknesset'atamjr,ftline ;point, in-
cluding the roof verge. A starter strip 12" wide is used, which is usually
a strip of 19" selvage roofing known as N.I.S., or a reversed shingle.

0
NV,

0 0 o nods

TTy pica I 21016 Shingle.

Shingles are nailed to roof, and, where conditions are windy or pitch is low,
glued as well. Therefore, the roof deck must be nailable, 6" X 1" boarding or
1/2" plywood are often used.

An underlayment is used for two reasons,

1. To act as a secondary moisture barrier

2. To act as a 'slip sheet', permitting the system to move without affecting
or being affected by the deck.
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A pitched roof is satisfactory because

a) It uses overlapping units

b) it permits ventilation of the attic space

c) It uses gravity to advantage

d) It does not require tobe perfectly sealed.

Check one.

101
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The principle advantage of the pitched roof is that a perfect seal between
the units is not neccessary. Flat or near flat roofs require-a perfect
imperffaable membrane to ensure adequate performance.

A flat roof is very like a tray. If the tray is punctured most of the
moisture will penetrate through the hole.

Unfortunately holes must be made in flat roofs so that vent pipes, drains
ventilators and other items can he installed.

102
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a) A pitched roof requires a perfect impermeable membrane for successful
performance.

b) A flat roof requires a perfect impermeable membrane for successful performance.

Check I and turn to page 99.
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If you checked (A) turn to page 97

If you checked (B) turn to page 100

104
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A flat roof is provided with an impermeable membrane which may be of a number
cf materials.

Most common is the bituminous roof made of either coal tar pitch or natural
or refined asphalt.

Bitumin, is a viscous fluid which hardens to form a waterproof membrane.
In itself it is insufficiently strong to withstand temperature movement.
Therefore it must be reinforced with a material to which it must bond to provide
an acceptable tensile strength.

Usually this reinforcement is felt, impregnated with bitumen. Felts are
either made from organic or inorganic material. The most popular materials
are wood pulp, asbestos and glass fibre.

Typically, a flat roof is built up from a number of layers of felt interspersed
with moppings of bitumen. It is usually considered that the greater the number
of plies of felt and mappings of asphalt used, the longer the service life of
the roof will be.

. -----)21-1-uniers

.p%iu met.%

OMmen
roof deck

3 ply roof
(expected life 15 years)

105



If you checked a..turn to page 102, of b. page 104.
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In a built up roof the waterproofing is provided by the bitumen. The felt
in itself is hygroscopic and will absorb water without forming a barrier
to water ingress.

The felt is a reinforcement for the bitumen. In special cases the felt
is coated with bitumen and chippings at the manufacturing plant so that
the composite product is in itself waterproof, but the felt is still only
reinforcement. Coated felts are used successfully as vapour barriers, and
as intermediate plies. They have advantages over impregnated felts in that
they are less likely to suffer from moisture pick up djring construction,
but are stiffer and heavier to handle, and as less bitumen is used between
plies, lamination of plies is sometimes unsuccessful.

Felts are referred to by their weight based on an app.roxi mate area of
100 square feet or as it is known in the roofing trade "a square".

So No. 15 felt weighs 15 lbs/100 sq. ft.
No. 40 felt weighs 40 lbs/square
and so on.
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A built up roof is reinforced a. with felt
b. with bitumen

Check one.
If you checked a. turn to page 104

If you checked b. turn to page 100
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In a built up roof the waterproofing is provided by the bitumen, the
felt acts as a reinforcement. Bitumen is a generic term that covers
two basic materials I. Coal tar pitch

2. Oil based asphalt.

Coal tar pitch is a by product of coking coal.
Its softening point is 140° - 155° F
Application Temper .re 325° - 375° F
and its maximum heated temperature 450°F. Above thi nt essential
oils boil off so that the material when it hardens, cracks. Coal tar
pitch remains softish in use and is self healing (due to flow when
heated by the sun). This advantage becomes a disadvantage, for it can
only be used on flat or near flat roofs.

Asphalt occurs naturally in the asphalt lakes of Trinidad (known as Lake
Asphalt), in rock in various parts of N. America (known as rock Asphalt);
and as part of the distillation of Petroleum, simply known as asphalt.
The naturally occurring asphalts are claimed to be superior to those
produced by distillation but there is no evidence offered to support
this contention.

There are three types of asphalt, Type I for use on flat roofs, slopes
up to I" in 1'0"; Type 2 for use on roofs with slopes from I" to 2"in
1'0"; and Type 3 for use in roofs with slopes in excess of 2" in 1'0".

Softening Point is

Application Temperature

Its maximum heated temperature is 500° F.

Type I Type 2 Type 3
140 - 150° F 165 175° F 190 205° F

350 - 400° F 375 - 425° F 375 - 425° F

Allbitumens creep, therefore a reinforcement must be used to complete
the built up roof system. Turn to page 102 for further information on
felts befcre proceeding to page 105.
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Pitch and asphalt are not compatible with one another and in addition,
pitch cannot be used successfully with some insulation materials.

The traditional flat roof is made up of

roof membrane

insulation
vapour barrier

*.oze-w-twxm.pwwwww:7-
structural deck

Insulation can be of: Limitations

stone chippings

Thermal conductivity K

Fibreboard susceptible to moisture pi:- up .35

Glass fibre .27

Polystyrene foam cannot be used with pitch must be
protected from solvents and temp-
eratures over 165° F

.20

Polyurethane foam cannot be used with pitch, must be
protected from solvents and temp-i
eratures over 375° F

.15

Cellular glass .40

Straw fibre Susceptible to moisture pick up .33

Cane fibre Susceptible to moisture pick up .33

Mineral fibre .38

All insulation must be protected from the elements.

Pitch (is) (is not) compatible with asphalt and (can) (cannot)
(a) (b) (a) (b)

be used with urethane insulations

Check appropriate words
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Pitch is not compatible with asphalt and cannot be used with
urethane insulation.

The effect of using them together is that a good bond cannot be
achieved, so that gaps remain between laminations permitting the
contained air to expand and contract with temperature changes,
leading via a progressive system to early membrane failure.
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In order to protect the bitumen from the harmful effects of the sun's
rays, and as protection from fire occuring outside the building, burning
brands, for(instance a layer of light coloured chippings)is applied to
the top surface of the roof.

Because wind can blow this gravel off the roof, it is normally applied
as a "double pour", if the roof is near flat. This consists of pouring
bitumen onto the roof, spreading gravel over it while still hot, brushing
off loose gravel when cool and repeating the operations. The single pour
method used on roofs with slopes greater than 1/2" in l'0" simply consists
of pouring bitumen on the roof and embedding chippings in it.
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Gravel surfacing on a roof is provided to:

a. Protect the bitumen from the sun's ray

b. Act as an aesthetic finish

c. Act as fire protection

d. Act as a traffic surface

Check the appropriate statements

114
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Gravel surfacing on a roof is provided to protect the bitumen from
sun, firebrands, and to provide an aesthetic finish. No gravel
surfaced roof can be safely trafficed. Special means must be used
to provide waterproof traffic surfaces.

Excessive traffic, i.e. traffic other than for maintenance access,
can quickly result in chippings being driven through the bituminous
membrane resulting in rapid failure of the roof system. Leaks in
flat roofs are difficult to locate and repair because of the gravel
surfacing. Thus attempts have been made to find substitute finishes.
Two methods are in use:

I. Mineral coating of felts at the factory

2. Application of a reflective coating to the roof surface.

-The first method employs the use of coated felts for the final roof
surface shown as NIS or nineteen inch selvage rool roofing. It is

quite satisfactory in use, but is difficult to install without
staining the mineral surface with bitumen while still maintaining
full adhesion between plies, consequently it is normally used on roofs
of minimum pitch 2" in PO", where occasional lack of perfect adhesion
is not a serious problem.

ine second method does not have the problems of the first, but it is
in reality nothing more than an asphalt based paint, so that its
service life prior to recoating is normally no more than five years.
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NIS is (a) satisfactory (b) unsatisfactory as a finished surface
for a traffic free roof.

A roof coating is (a) superior (b) inferior to NIS as a roof
finish.

Check appropriate statements.
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NIS is satisfactory as a finished surface for a traffic free roof, but
if it were to be used on a roof normally accessable to people, its mineral
coating would soon wear away leaving the felt itself exposed to the elements.
In any case the roof would be uncomfortably steep. A roof coating is
generally inferior to NIS, but it can be used on roofs sloped less than'2"
in 1'0" which NIS cannot. The service life of NIS is normally in excess of
15 years.

Obviously there is no simple answer to these questions, as is the case with
many problems in architectural design and construction. Selection of solutions
depends upon factors contained in the specific problem.

The most important part of any roofing job is that is should keep moisture
out of the roof structure, both from above and below.

Moisture entry from below the roof structure is controlled by

a) The roofing membrane

b) The insulation

c) The structural deck

d) The vapour barrier

Check one
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Moisture entry from below the roof structure is controlled by the vapour
barrier.

It is not neccessarily stopped by the vapour barrier, because vapour pressure
is almost always present. The vapour barrier, which may be of tared paper,
polyvinyl chloride film, bituminous felt, bitumen or any other low permeability
material is best placed on the warm side of the insulation on top of a rigid
supporting deck or surface. It must be continous. No breaks or tears can
be allowed. If the vapour barrier is faulty, or does not exist, early failure
of the roof membrane will result.

roof membrane

tl 1111111111111111111111111111/1
5. I,

vapour p essure

with good Vapour Barrier

insulation

condensation

vapour pressure

without Vapour Barrier

In order to relieve vapour pressures within roofs, insulation breathers are
sometimes used, usually one very 100 sq. ft.

This solution to the problem has rarely been
entirely satisfactory, and so coupled with
the problem of increasing usage of roofs as
pedestrain areas and as landscaped surfaces
new methods of roofing are gaining acceptance.

For much more detailed coverage of methods of construc ing
flat roofs see A/V presentation no.
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The conventional flat roof is heir to a number of difficulties.

I. It requires perfect workmanship to perform satisfactorily.

2. Repair of flat roofs, particularly when gravelled, is difficult.

3. The "sandwiching" of insulation between two impervious membranes can
cause trouble if moisture becomes trapped within.

4. It is a relatively fragile surface.

Thus a practical alternative has to be found. The most hopeful roof type that
has yet been developed is known as the "protected membrane roof", and the
concept is extremely simple. The vapour barrier becomes the only waterproof
membrane, and the insulation is placed on top of it. There is rather more to
the system than this of course, but this is the essential difference.

The basic requirements of materials for protected membrane roofs are:
1. The membrane must be tough smooth and moisture resistant .

2. The insulation must be capable of withstanding direct exposure to the
elements, without losing its insulation value.

3. The deck must be smooth, rigid and sloped to drains.
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Which of these insulation materials can be used exposed to the elements on
a roof?

a. Glass fibre b. Fibreboard c. Polystyreme foam

d. Polyurethane foam e. Cellular glass f. Straw fibre

g. Mineral fibre.

Check the appropriate materials and turn to p. 116.
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None of these materials can be used exposed to the elements on a roof. All
are adversely affected by one or more of the conditions experienced in the
open. As an experiment, obtain samples of at least four of these materials
and using the facilities of the Construction Lab subject them to immersion
in water (24 hours) freezing (24 hours) exposure to ultra violet radiation
(24 hours).
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The following experiment must be undertaken in the Construction Lab

Intent

To observe the effect of freezing and thawing and ultra-violet light on various

types of insulation.

Theory

Water when reduce in temperature to freezing has the ability to expand with

great force. Materials that draw up water by capillary action retain this

water even when subjected to freezing. If the structure of the material does

not allow movement for the expansion, then that material must make room for

it by other means.

Method

1. Obtain samples of four different kinds of insulation.

2. Immerse samples in water in container for 24 hours.

3. After 24 hours, drain of most of the water (leaving about 1/2").

4. Place container of samples in freezer for 24 hours (using the ultra
violet light).

5. After 24 hours, take container of samples out of freezer and immerse
in water which is at room temperature for 24 hours.

6. After 24 hours place container in freezer for 24 hours (not using ultra-
violet light).

Report

Note any changes in various types of insulation on a weekly basis.

FJE:bdr
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Your results will indicate that only some of these materials survive these
tests unscathed, and if you inspect samples exposed over long perioos to the
outside environment, you will find that none of them are entirely satisfactory.

Therefore all insulation must be protected, although the kind of protection
needed will vary with the material.

Thus the protected membrane roof will take the form as below.

Insulation

Combined VB
and Waterproof membrane 0!:.

123

Surface protection

Structural deck
(sloped)
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The surface protection provided for the insulation where it is not generally

accessable can be

a) a water resistant material

b) a material opaque to ultra violet

c) a reflective material

d) an elastic material

e) a heavy material

Check the appropriate choice.
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The surface protection provided for the insulation where it is not generally
occessable.can be a material opaque to ultra violet light.

There are two main classifications of protected membrane roof.

I. The roof which provides two waterproof membranes as the sketch below.

membrane I

membrane 2

Special drain

insulation

The special drain allows water vapour to evaporate from between the two
membranes and from the insulation, and also drain the lower membrane if
water should find its way down to that level.

2. The roof which provides one waterproof membrane as the sketch below.

taLJEA. open jointed paving slobs.

drig: 7.1%

1:tttr°0F1"4,1410-o .416 ,,, trNi. gravel drainage layer.
g14..leff41,i11:4:47,...._____open joint insulation.

waterproof membrane.4 ; . , ..

The single membrane applies to the deck surface can be installed early in
the project- sequence, any leaks developing can be detected and repaired
prior to final completion. The roofing system can be completed after all
work operations which might cause damage have been completed. The principles
involved in flat roofs are quite simple.Complications arise only when dealing
with fleshings and at protrusions through the roof surface.
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Perimeter of roofs are finished on variations of two basic themes

a) the overhanging roof

b) the parapet wall

Typical overhanging roof type

mearnh.,,,,,,,42 plies membrane stripping &

3 coatings of emulsion asphalt

lb."

-Ks* WWI 'maim.% Is top el instal

2 plies cold process 53 lb.

felt asphalt adhesive a
surface coating of emul

ul
A 1

I [-acceptable deck surface
I ; -vapour retardant as spec.

1 I ."---cant strip min. 4/4"--45"face
-.7 blocking same thick.as insul.

fascia set straight and true
by general contractor

underlay sheet underlay Sheet
1.Wood nail approx 3'0" on center

owood
- .nafier

2 On enewitman* stonpul
and 3 co.u.no of emo:von asphalt

2 rLs cold mocess Nit 53 Ito
oftvesme and surface corahni
of emoston

approx 6" on centers

\ 1 "--'metal flashing
%i-- "'fascia set straight and true

by general contractor
.nail apprdx. 3'0" on center

underlay sheet

.
.

.

..

metal security
fastened into
:egret and
caulked

Flashings are usually made from sheet metal - copper, lead, zinc,
galvanised steel, stainless steel, oraluminum, and sometimes from
NIS felt, copper coated fibreen, fibre glass reinforced plastic
and a number of other less usual materials.

The requirements of a flashing material areal. That it should be
impervious to moisture, 2. Non corroding. 3. Compatible with
other materials used in system 4. Easily worked. 5. Low in cost.

The most commonly used material for average quality work is aluminum,
usually embossed to mask the inevitable wrinkles and buckles that
occur with temperature change and movement.
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Draw typical details of roof/wall connection and overhanging roof in wood
frame construction at I 1/2" - 1'0" scale. Instead of the traditional flat
roof shown in the details on page 120, adapt the details to apply to a
protected membrane roof.



Fleshings are used to

a) Provide a neat appearance where roof joints other elements.

b) Provide a robust finish at points susceptible to impact damage.

c) Provide a watertight connection at changes in materials

d) Provide a flexible watertight connection at changes in materials

Check I.

is
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Flashings are used to provide a flexible watertight connection at changes
in materials. They should also fulfil the requirements of a. b. and c,
but the primary purpose is as stated above.

Because flashings are constructed of materials with finite dimensions,
methods of making water tight joints must be used.

ft

I. Simple lap joint

mastic compound

.-----------

2=L44

-9.-

fastener

2. Cap strip joint

3. Interlocking joint

These connections are particular y applicable to sheet aluminum. Soldering of
materials such as copper was frequently used in the past, but high labour and
material costs make this technique unusual at the present time.

1i 9



concrete wall

riT---110
'0

,
.

reglet

.

0

C
0 0

-,.1.:v7.i ...

Name the fleshings at A, B and C above.

130
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Bituminous roof
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A is a cap flashing

B is a counter flashing

C is a basse flashing

A & B are aluminum, C is bituminous.

Note that the cap flashing uses a galvanised strap to provide concealed
fastening for neatness of appearance and water tight connections. In this
case the flashing is snapped into position.

The top of a cap flashing should be

a. flat

b. sloped

c. sloped towards roof

d. sloped away from roof

Check I
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"

The top of a cap flashing should be sloped. The direction of slope is not
critical to the performance.of the flashing itself, but it is usually arranged
to slope towards a drained surface. The area of flashing is usually so little,
that there is no noticeabic increase in the amount of precipitation apparent
to persons standing below.

The design and detailing of roofs for satisfactory performance is no simple
matter, but it is basic knowledge that all architects are expected to be
conversant with.

Further information can be obtained by reviewing A/V presentation number

Draw an anoonometric or isometric of the parapet and roof flashing details
as shown on page 124 at scale of I" - 1'0", and with joints at 4'0"o.c.
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The basic principles of moisture penetration are

I. There must be moisture present

2. There must be a hole through which it can move

3. There must be a force present to move it inward. To which building
elements do these statements apply?

a. Floors b. dells c. roofs d. windows e. doors
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The basic principles of moisture penetration apply to all building elements.
Floors, walls and roofs have been covered in the preceeding pages, together
with aspects peculiar to the element under consideration. Windows generally
are required to provide specific benefits. Although designers have been
known to make use of the window, (then known as a 'void') as purely compositional
emphasis, the window has specific and straight forward functions to perform.

It must I. Admit light

2. Provide view

3. Provide ventilation (often but not always)

4. Act as a separator between inside and outside environments.
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With the current state of technology windows are

a) Neccessary to admit light

b) Neccessary to provide ventilation

c) Neccessary to provide a view

d) not neccessary

Check the appropriate statement.
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With the current state of technology windows are not neccessary. This of
course is purely a technological view point, but, in fact, some buildings
have been completed without them. It is doubtful that windowless buildings,
except for very special purposes, will ever gain full acceptance. However,
it is generally accepted that an abundance of windows particulariy on South
East and West exposures is environmentally undesirable and excessively expensive
in terms of energy usage.

Refer to Canadian Building Digest No. 39 Solar Heat Gain through glass walls.

Er. :6
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Large areas of glass in the external walls of a building are undesirable
because
a) Excessive glare is produced

b) Excessive heat gain results

c) Condense+lon occurs on glass

d) Cold drafts occur

e) They are expensive

f) Excessive heat loss occurs

g) They leak

h) They are expensive to install and maintain

Check the applicable statements.

Ir
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Large areas of glass in the external walls of a building are undesirable
because excessive glare is produced, excessive heat gain results and
excessive heat loss occurs. These are the technical reasons for reducing
numbers and size of windows.

You would not have been wrong if you checked any or all of the other state-
ments, but these problems result in the main because of items a, b, and f.

All of these problems can be taken care of by careful sizing, orientation
and design of windows.

A windows parts are known as

5.-7T dtne head-- 0 _

1

1

,

the jamb -- . -,1

11

the sill L-

where groups of windows are connected together to form larger windows the
vertical members are known as millions, and the horizontal members as
transoms subsidiary members w;thin the window itself, reducing the sizes
of the glass panes are known as cilazing bars.

All these parts have been related to fixed windows, that is, no part opens
for ventilation.

.1 tr.':8
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Th -e are an almost bewildering variety of opening windows, and certain

cor Lions are used on elevations drawings to indicate the method of

opening.

(--F-74K7i

This is a double hung or vertical slide window. The arrow

indicates which windows move and in which directions.

This is a horizontal sliding window.

This is a casement window, That is the ventilator opens hinged on

the side indicated by the dotted arrow head. Indication of whether

it opens in or out must be noted in the drawings or specifications,

otherwise it is assumed to open out.

This is a top hung window or awning window, unless indicated

otherwise it is assumed to open out.

This is a bottom hinged or hopper window. 'Mess indicated

otherwise it is assumed to open in.

This is a horizontally pivoted window. The short lines through

the jambs indicate the locations of the pivots.

This is a vertically pivoted window. The short lines through

the head and sill indicate the location of the pivots.

This is a 12122212 window in w,106 eac i glass blade P ivots as

a louvre.

There are additional variations on these windows. Mechanisms which move the

pivot points away from the frame of the window are known as projected windows.

The addition of further systems of sliders into sliding windows changes them to

become 'dot.ble double hung' and double horizontal slide windows.

Make perspective sketches of a 'double double hung' or a double horizontal

slide window, and a sketch section through each type, not to scale.

1



The double double hung window should look something like this.

The double horizontal slide window should look something like this.

134

Currently double horizontal slide aluminum windows are very popular, and
can work extremely well in residential construction.

140
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A large number of materials are used for fabricating windows. The traditional
material, and still excellent if carefully designed and manufactured is wood.

Windows are made as well from extruded aluminum,pressed steel, hot rolled steel,
stainless steel, lead, bronze and plastic, with permutations of most of these
materials. It is also possible to glaze directly into masonry, wood, and
concrete structures.

Comprasion of Properties of the three most popular window materials.

Material Coeff. of Thermal
per deg. F

Expansion
in/100'/I00°

Thermal Transmission Moisture
Movement

Wood 1/100" 096 Btld./Mr/Ft
2

I" thick per_°F
Steel 7X10-6 3/4" 21.60 Nil

Aluminum
(anodised)

I4X10-6 I I/2"+ 154.80 Nil

From these figures it can be seen that tnese materials are significantly
different in performance, the advantages of one material may be disadvantages
in others. For our purposes at the moment the most important factor is thermal
transmission, for this is the most obvious and most annoying problem that
is faced in otherwise satisfactory windows.

The most obvious effects of high thermal transmission in window frames is
condensation, and when temperatures are very low, icing.

Icing will occur a) When outside temperature falls to 32°F b) When inside
temperatures fall below °F c) When surface emperature falls below 32°F with
condensation present.
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Icing will occur when the surface temperature of the glass or frame at the
Inside surface falls below 32°F. with condensation present.

ev,
\r-) 0

(0
oto

Ao

,t

_ _
-40 45 0-55 (D 65 70 So 65" 9') 95 !OC)

-

TIENAP.%,Pr

SIMPLIFIED PHSYCHOMETRIC

CHART AFTER ASHRAE

From the chart above, it can be seen that air at 75°F with a relative humidity
of 60% (a reasonably comfortable level) will be at saturation level at 60°F
approx. .)elow this temperature it will begin to be apparent on window glass
and frames as condensation.

Repeat this excerise with temperatures of 70°F and relative humidities of 30%
40% and 50%. Record your readings.

2.

3.

1.4Z
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At 70°F and 30% R H Saturation is reached at 36°F
At 70°F and 40% R H Saturation is reached at 45°F

At 70°F and 50% R H Saturation is reached at 50°F

Between 40% and 50% R H is usually considered to be most comfortable, but the

average maintained in Canadian homes is usually less than 305 R H and

frequently as low as 125. At these low levels discomfort is experienced in
several ways, not least of which is a feeling of chill, with consequent
raising of temperdtures by artificial means to closer to 80°F which compounds

the condensation problem.

The thermal conductivity of glass is the normal limiting factor for the window
So tong as the frame has lower conductivity than the glass condensation is
assumed not to affect the materials around the frame.

Material Heat transmission per °F per hr. per sq. ft. (U)

Sheet glass 1.10 (average)

Double glazed 3/16" air space .65

Double glazed 1/4" air space .62

Double glazed l/2" air space .57

Thus wood frames over 2" thick have as much or greater thermal resistance

than even the best double glazed units. But the metals have obvious problems.
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In order to make metal frames perform satisfactorly it is neccessary to include
a thermal break in the frame. This takes the form of a material of high thermal
resistance, or low thermal conductivity.

The most commonly used materials are wood and plastic. Plastics are currently
highly favored because of their ability to accept extrusion.

I

outside

plastic extrusion in
aluminum frame

steel frame on wood
subframe

Research manufactures technical trade literature and perpare detailed plans
and sections through three types of window.

I. Wood casement

2. Steel awning type window

3, Aluminum hori ontal liding

Draw these at the scale of 3" - 1'0"; include thermal breaks where necessary.
All windows must be double glazed. Thermal breaks are required in windows
whose frames are made of aluminum, steel, stainless steel, plastic, wood.

Check the appropriate materials.
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Thermal breaks are required in windows whose frames are of aluminum, steel
and stainless steel and any other metal for that matter.

If you had included materials other than those above, review pages 135 through 138

before proceeding further.
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Most users will tolerate faults in window performance so long as they do not
leak water or air.

To achieve even this performance is not as easy as it would appear.

Two main aspects must be considered when evaluating window performance in
connection with air and water leakage.

I. The window assembly itself

2. The connection between window and walls.

You will remember that in earlier discussions it was stated that in order
for leakage to occur there are three factors involved.

I. There must be water present

2. There must be a hole through which it can move

3. There must be a force,present to move it inward.

The window in its simplest form consists of the frame a head two joints
and a sill, the glass and a device to hold the glass in place.

jamb
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The first point at which leakage can occur is at the junction between horizontal
and vertical members. This joint is made either as a mortice and tenon joint
or as a mitre.

mortice 8, tenon mitre

In the case of wood windows, leakage at these points rarely occurs, as the
members are glued together and the whole assembly primed and painted.

The problem is usually at its worst in aluminum windows; in the cheaper
aluminum frames, the extrusions are accurately cut, mitred together, and
fastened in this position by a metal angle bracket. This allows the possibility
of leakage at the mitres.

N

Often to get over these problems, this type of window is caulked at the mitres,
but caulking compounds break down with use. This method is used because it
is cheap. In steel windows, and in better quality aluminum windows there
joints are welded producing not only better weather proofing but a frame with
superior rigidity. Leakage or condensation collecting in the hollow members
of aluminum sections will result in leakage at the sill, despite the location
of the water entry point.
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The next leakage point occurs at the junctions between glass and frame. Several
methods of making joints at this point are in common use.

rhe traditional method WdS to use putty originally a mixture of white lead and
linseed oil. The frame is bauk puttied, the glass bedded into this putty, sprigs
(small nails) were used ' hold the glass in position and then putty was applied
at a 45' angle over these fastenings.

bock ptAtEy. spris
putty

Materials have improved, but this basic
method is still sometimes used.

Unfortarly, although the material is resilient and waterproof and workable
initially, even when protected by paint, as it must be, it rapidly dries out,
Harden, and falls away. Phis permits leaks to develop, and could even result
in the glass falling out of its frame.

Currently methods can be categorized as sealants, tapes and gaskets in
combination with removable glazing beads.

P-,Iled steel frames

e seelJnts eitner with
or without beads, as do
w-.)od windows.

2-
\,./:thoot becid

148
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Aluminum and pressed steel windows usually use gaskets or butyl tape or a
combination of these with or without sealants, with spring in or screwed
in beads.

jlphi

4:1711(.hl
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Snap in bead and gasket tape and gasket with snap in bead.

The advantage of gaskets is that they are simply reused after glass replacement.
But they must be preformed and held in place under pressure. Tapes are very
sati=sfactory but must be replaced when windows are reglazed. They too must
be held in place under pressure. Consequently a combination of tapes and gasket
after installations of the window glass onto the tape and the bead provide the
required pressure on the tape, allows part of the system to be reused and
simplifies reglazing. Special purpose 'zipper' gaskets are also available.
Gasket pressure in these nstallations is achieved by installing a spline.

149

Gaskets are generally expensive.
Zipper gaskets are very expensive
and are tolerable only on projects
where large quantities of identical
items are required.
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The most likely place for a well designed window to leak is at

a) The need

b) The Sill

c) The jamb

d) The glazing beads

e) The junctions of head and jamb

f) The junction of frame and glass

g) The junction of frame and wall

Check one.

150
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The most iikely place for a well designed window to leak is at the junction
of frame and wall.

The window itself can and is manufactured to N,r-y close tolerances under controlled
conditions. The opening in the building is usually made of materials and under
conditions where l/2" is considered to be a superbly accurate tolerance. Under
these circumstances the ;Lill procedure is to ty.Ing up the gaps between window
and wall with sealant. 0 Tunately bunging up the holes rarely keeps wind and
water out of a building fo, .ong. Nevertheless once one is aware of the problem,
design skill can be exercise° to reduce the possibil.r/ of leakage at this point
to an absolute minimum.

To depend upon a sealant aloe -- a waterproofing seal is dangerous. The best
solution to the problem ' . to design the junctions so that it is waterproof
without the use of seale end to use the sealant as an air seal.
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Based upon your understanding of the "rain screen" principle as previously
discussed when we examined walls ..d roofs can you sketch methods of making
the wall/window junctions proof to rain entry without the use of sealants?

Record your solutions below and on the back of the preceding page if necessary.
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The sketches above illustrate some ways of achieving the desired result.
However, each building design produces its own problems. The connection details
must be carefully considered at the design stage so that the influence of differing
materials is adequately resolved. In fact in order to produce an entirely
satisfactory window, the use of sealants must be accepted. The stetch below
indicates the essential principles of frame constructions for satisfactory control
of air and water leakage.

water deterrent
(failure of seal does
not result in leakage)

r-
1

air deterrent
kl

\
Pressure equalization
and drainage hole

Examine manufacturers technical literature, and prepare sketches based on this
research. demonstrating effective use of the principle of pressure equalization
infmnesasappliedtotwowindows,i ne each of aluminum and steel.



The opt:Plum location for a sealant in a window component is

a) at the outside face of the component

b) at the inside face of the component

c) at both inside and outside faces of the component.

Ct-eck I turn to page 149.
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The optimum location for a sealant in a window component is at the inside

face of the component.

The reasons for this are many, but the two essentials are:

I. The sealant is located in a position where temperature variation is at
a minimum, and therefore the material is not called upon to respond to extreme
temperatures or movement induced by these temperature changes.

2. Placing the sealant at the inside face prevents the movement of warm moist
inside air into the cold parts of the wall, and thereby reduces condensation
on the frame and in the wall.

Unfortunately it is not always possible to locate the sealant in its technically
optimum position, but even so satisfactory service can be obtained by careful
design based upon an understanding of the material.
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Satisfactory sealant joints are achieved by using

a) as much sealant as possible

b) as little sealant as possible

c) an even bead of sealant

d) a carefully controlled amount of sealant

e) a sealant bead of controlled shape

Check the appropriate statements
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Satisfactory sealant joints are achieved by using a sealant bead of controlled
shape.

This type of sealant is gun applied. It is a viscous liquid that curves to an
elastic material of high extensibility combined with good cohesive and adhesive
abilities. In designing joints to receive this type of elastomeric sealant.

Certain basic principles must be adhered to in order to achieve satisfactory
performance.

I. Although the shape of the joint neccessarily changes, its volume remains
constant; which means that the geometry of the joint responds to movement.

2. Because the thicker the bead depth, the greater the force required to
extend it, deep beads have become prone to tearing away from the material to
which they are inte,ued to adhere.

3. Too shallow a bead will result in rupture of the seal itself.

4. In order to prevent complication of stresses, a sealant should only
adhere at opposite surfaces.

The size of the joint is dependent upon the relative movement of the materials
and components it connects but the sketches below embody the basic principles.

oral. min. 4
n

compressible -Foam
-Fille.r

Butt joint joint 5X expected movement Corner bead

5x expected
joint movement
extensible filler

Note that the fillers ensure that the cross section depth is less than the
adhesive depth and that the joint depth is controlled by the placement of
the filler.
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An aluminum box section window frame is to be set in a cavity wall.
Prepare a detail of the window wall interface showing the location
and shape of the sealant joint a) on the outside face of the assembly
b) on the inside face.

Assume that the total movement to be accomodated is 1/8".

158
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It should be apparent that components cannot be fitted together without
tolerance sufficient to permit movement without causing deformation of
the component itself. Where opening windows are used, a gun applied
sealant cannot be used to achieve air and water seals.

Resort must be made to weatherstripping.

Weatherstripping must permit easy opening of '..e window or door, but
must achieve a tight seal when closed. It is usual to rely upon com-
pressing the weatherstripping to achieve this.

Several materials are used for this purpose:'

I. Metals (thin bronze, copper, stainless steel
2. Fabrics (wool or acrylic pile) felt
3. Plastics (Vinyl polyethylene, poly urethane
4. Rubber

I

wEArmeespel

TYPICAL METAL W EATHEP_STR i P

2

WOOL PI LE

3

TYPICAL NEOPRENE_

4

2UBSE2 OR PLASTIC
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Many more sophisticated weatherstripping details can be found in text-
books and in manufacturers literature but the principle is the same:
Compressing a gasket to form a weather tight seal.

Doors use exactly the same principles. Usually unless special purposes
dictate, weatherstripping is applied to outside-doors only. In order
to control passage of sound air or light; however, inside doors may be
weatherstripped as well. The jambs and heads of doors are simply handled.

HEAD ORJAMES

3

14EAD ORJAM5

The cill, however, is another matter, as usually it is desirable for
good clearance to be provided for floor finishes.etc. Some methods
of providing a weathertight seal are shown beloWl

A

FOAM

B

R.066 E2.

gp4

C

.R.UBSER.

Once again the same principles are used to provide satisfactory performance.
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The principles embodied in the sketches on p. 154 are,

a) Use of gravity to promote drainage

b) Compression of gasket to provide air tightness

c) Use of tight fit to avoid capillarity.

Check appropriate statements
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(c) is incorrect. Close fit will not avoid but promote capillarity.
For demonstration of the mechanism of capillarity, see experiment in
construction lab.

The use of gravity to assist in drainage comvined with a tight weather
seal at the inside face is sometimes known as "two stage weather-
tightening". The technique is deceptively simple as it requires that
elemunts be designed specifically to handle one conditon at a time.

Draw at the scale of 1 1/2" - PC)" a detail through a solid external
door and frame, which c-todies the principles of two stage weather-
tighlening.

In order to undertake this task successfully you will need information
on types of doors and frames.

Doors are classified as flush, panelled, or glazed, and may be constructed
of wood, steel or aluminum, as may be frames.

1 2

1 i JAMB
L._j-----1

We ^d

1'

Steel

3

Aluminum

The above are a) interior b) exterior
If ycu checked a) turn to page 159
If you checked h) turn to apge 157.
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The following experiment must be undertaken in the Construction Lab

Intent

To note the amount of rise of water relative to the spacer between two

similar materials.

Theory
Capillarity is a form of surface tension between the molecules of a

liquid and those of a solid. When the adhesive force is stronger (capillary

action) the liquid will tend to rise above mean level at the points of

contact with the solid.

Equipment

Tray, two pieces of pane glass, glass holder, thin spacer, thick spacer.

Method

1. Add water to the tray to about 1/2" on glass. (Observe rise between
the two pieces of glass).

2. Now take the two pieces of glass out and dry.

3. Place the two pieces of glass with the thin spacer back in tray.

Conclusion

Request report on methods of producing answer to problem.

FJE:bdr
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The irJm..! ,tio4n be used on internal doors but are
on exterior doors. As always the major problem is to act
Satisfectcry junction between frame and wall. It is equa
1%..) ensure that the frame is firmly fastened to the structu
re4Jentl/ re-ei /e ,ons'Jerd*Jle at'.5e. and thus if frames a

t'astened securely td the structure nsightly damage can res
can lead in turn to unsatisfactory per-ormance and even fai

157

usually used
ieve a

Ily important
re. Doo's
re not
ult which

lure.

;lormally three frame anchors are used for each jamb (6 per f
the oase of frames to dissimilar materials. For example woo
d masonry wall (a) steel frames in a stud wall (b) or steel
a masonry wall (c)

rame) in

trames in
frames in

a. c.

`aturally wood frames are simply fastened TO studs with finishing
so that the head can be driven below the surface of the frame,

-tne hole left can be filled. Doors are iastened to their fames
uy o'r hinges which are known as but? s. These are screwed to frame
and door in order to ease installation and removal.

Infernal doors ar, usually of light weight construction and therefore
,se only two hinges or, expressed in building trade terminology, one
...air of bi..tts. For heavier and exterior doors I 1/2 pairs (or 3 hings)
ner dcor ,Dr leaf are used. Unless specifically requested, all hinges,
cr Putts are supplied with d loose pivot pin, which simplifies even
flr-fher the Posiness of hanging doors, but equally results in making
li'e easier for the thief as well Thus for exterior or secure-
i-Iterior doors fixed pivot pin nInges should be used.

Hinges can be obtained in a wide vdriety of materials, qualitic,:, and
designs. The ordinary hinge uses plain bearings, more expensive
hinges are provided with roller bearings.
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A. This is d nail

(common) (spiral) (finishing)

B. This is a nail

(common) (spiral) (finishing)

(Fill in appropriately)
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A

0
in L:eflerd rough 1.

n,, fr,e lorje he-,d redu,:eb tne risk 0*

hdme :mplies it is used
;n., r. k rnJt ,:sible when the building is ,ins ,he

:59

t:ome (Jes not requie .1 sill, no atTempT has to
be i%12e T) ciffering Llimates between rooms in normal

I+ i5 also Jsual to arrange tor floor finishes To be
t tne level, despite f'-ie ir thickness to avoid the bo,;s.bility

.nanie in lee cdus,ng danger. !nle-nal door ttameb can be
./er,,, simple:

PAC N
ARCN ITeAVE
FIZAM E

s-ro

0 I:

If

Steel frame -rypicat

the ,ketones apoe, the head of the frame is shown only, as the
_amts ;centical. Oniy the rough traming, which is nc+ a pa.i.

tne dc- -(ame ,,ar,es. The rough openng ,n he stud
'5' nu') the same S!;E: 3';:f the door opening.

-e
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The rough opening in the stud wall is not the same size as the door
opening, as the prepared space must not only provide room for the
door and frame, but must also allow room to make final adjustments
to the locations and plumpness (or verticality) of the frame. The

amount of tolerance provided, varies with the type of frame, and in
fact metal door frames are often "built in"; that is, the frame is
erected first and the wall built around it. However the wood door
frame is rarely if ever constructed this way. A good rule for arriving
at rough opening size is to take door width +2X nominal frame thickness
+ 1/2", for the width, and door height + nominal frame thickness
+ 1/2" for the height. This is for a single leaf swing door, for
double doors the rule must be modified to take account of the extra
leaf and additional charanre. This will usually amount to the door
width + 1/4". Packing, or shims are inserted between studs and
finished frame to take up excess clearance. The most popular door
at the present time is the flush door. It may have either a hollow
or solid core. A solid core dour costs between 3 and 4 times the
cost of a hollow core door.

Solid core door

4 !

...............
1 r7=1 1;
I

1

Solid core: 2'4 "-3'6" wide in 2"
1

21ili increments X 6'8", 7'0" high
t , 1_11
1

i (exterior)

",,, I

I

1

i : \ /

!

I 1

I Available 1 3/8" and 13/4" thick

Standard door sizes

Hollow core: 116" - 3'0" wide
in 2"'increments X 6'8, 6'8",
7'0" high (interior)

hollow core door
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A tl_., n 11 ,,A .ofe door is (heavier) (lighter) than a solid core
door ..,,'Ii inculd) (should not) be used as an external door.

delete inappropriate words.
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A flush hollow core door is lighter than a solid core and should not
be used as an external door. The hollow core door because of its
lighter construction deteriorates rapidly if exposed to the weather
and is unable to stand a5 much abuse. In addition its security value
is limited, particularly due to the method used to provide rein-
forcement for tne lock installation. See sketch on page 160. Locks,
bolts, door handles, door closer, latches, hinges kickplates and so
on all come under the heading of hardware. The subject of hardware
has become so compiex that it has given rise to a group of people
who offer a service to the building trade as hardware consultants.
in order that you have serve idea of hardware, and so that you can
extend your knowledge from a basis of understanding you should be
f3miliar the terms used to describe the various items.

A laf(r, set has no provision for locking with a key.

A lo(.= set has provision for locking with a key, but does not
necce,;sarily have a bolt.

A rur- latch, rim lock or rip- dead lock are designed for surface
mounting on the door.

A irlcrt:_.J latch, ^o-rice lock or mortice dead lock is recessed into
the thickne5.,s of the door.

A knob set consists of two knobs and a spindle, usually square.

A lever set consists of two levers and a spindle, usually square.

A striker plate, or receiver, is a plate attached to the door frame r---
r.:,= Li

to receive the latch, Dolt or both.
1 1

)
,..,.

A eight latch, which may be rim or mortice, is a lock operable by key
on the outside and knob on the inside, It is usually provided with
snib so that the latch can be held in the open or retracted position
Burin;; the day.

Kickplates are approximately 10" high, and protect bottom surface of
doors from damage.

Mop plates are used in the same location but are only 4" high.

Push plates and pull plates" function is obvious.

Door closer, usually hydraulic damped can be mounted on the surface or
concealed in the head frame or floor.

A dE-.0 lock incorporates a sliding Dolt in addition to a latch.

Mak" skr_!tches of each of the items mentioned above.
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As well as flush doors, wood doors are often panelled, or glazed.

z

L.-

rn

tiood panel door gli)SPanel door

Sizes: height 6'8", 7'0"
widths 2'4", 2'6", 2'8"
2'10", 3'4"
thickness I 3/8", 13/4 ".

ors are not only available in wood, but in other materials as-well as
combin,-:Tions of these. Examples are steel doors:____.

__L--41Ne-6 QEimr
i 1 --7 77-

I . !

II
[]

1

'1::12.-.4--J_Gxk ReiNt
iv

, -tr 1,1T- 1 I L

II

Ill( :

I [11 1

..., If

i , 1 1

1

I
I 1

(' 1 / I I i

.: 1L- ---,i
Styrene foam core Steel stiffened glazed panel
Steel door Steel door steel door

A Kalamein door is a solid core wood door clad in steel. This type of
-!oor, steel doors and some wood doors can be obtained certified as to
fire resistance. In certain locations fire doors must be used. Specific
rejhlations will be found in the National Building code. Although doors

mAa in stainless steel, bronze and other expensive metals, these
are special doors, and the last metal type we will consider is the aluminum
door.

Aluminum doors are used for appearance, and are almost inevitably glazed.

1,1 A
Tj lion detail of aluminum door

Aluminum doors are most frequently used as exterior doors, and in
puPlic places in order to provide fire e:-cape doors must be fi.ted with
panic hardware these are devices which permit doors to be sirnp!y
opened by pressing on a bar from the inside. A key is usually use
to gain access from outside. Doors may be glazed with ordinary or
wired glass.
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Glass is available in tremendous variety. Once it was fairly simple
to understand glass types. However, the broad categories are:

I. Sheet glass

2. Plate glass a) polished
b) float

3. Cast glass

4. Toughened glass

5. Coated glass

6. Tinted glass

7. Wired glass

In doors, sheet and plate glass are used where a view through the door
is required. Sometimes doors are made from toughened glass, in which
case no frame is required around the glass. Where a door is used as a
fire escape, then any glass used must be wired. Wired glass is not
stronger than other glass, but if broken the wire prevents glass from
falling.

As

T
toughened glass door

171
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Wired glass must be used in

a) All external doors

b) Doors used as fire escape doors

c) Internal doors

d) All doors in fire escape routes

Check appropriate statements

1A.;,,,,
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hired g105b mu5r be used in all doors in fire escape routes whether
inside or outside.

Sbec,tic requirements for doors and exits are described in Part 3 of
thtl Nurional building Code.

Conventions for indicating the location and operations of doors
must be used on drawings.

single swing door double swing

liliC=1=Zik.

'Icible doors, double swing sliding door

revolving door

ii ilmat" MILNw .

double doors opening
one way only

aiiiir==.7 lam

double sliding doors
in pocket

Allel4.11111- anilly -v11111111

surface sliding sliding/folding
door door
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In order to travel from one level to another in a building stairs must
be used. Other devices such as elevators, escalators and ramps are
also used, but they do not obviate the use of stairs. Comfort and
safety in using stairs is very important. Several formulae have been
developed to assist in designing stair dimensions, but first you must
understand the 'terminology.

s e

In order to arrive at an acceptable
are used for interior stairs.

I Riser + I Tread = 17" 18"

or 2 Riser + I Tread = 24 26"
or I Riser X I Tread = 70 75

-A

tread the following rules

The size of a tread is the size without the nosing. In order to ease
the use of stairs it is best to inclued a nosing of I" - 1 1/2". The
minimum that should be used is 5" and the maximum 8". Between
6 1/2" and 7 1/2" is most comfortable for the average person. Stairs
designed exclusively for the very young should be sealed down in terms
of both treads and risers
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A st.3)r ir, required to connect two levels in a building.

A landing is required halfway between levels, approximately. What
should De the tread and viser dimensions?
a) 6"R X 12"T b) 7"R,X II"T c) 6 I/2"R X 10"T
d) 7 3/7" rise II I/2"T e) 8 2/3"R X 10"T

Check the appropriate selection.
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Only L and D are appropriate, as only these give the right proportions
of tread to riser and fit exactly between floors and landing. Each
rise and tread in a stair should be exactly the same size, otherwise
the user can trip and tall in either direction. In providing directions
on J drawing as 1'0 rise and run, the information will be provided in a
different manner as shown below.

7 -f vee.ti 5
iii 3LO" -7+ee44.5

Section Plan
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The oeflil .0ft,truction of a traditional wood stair depends upon
whether it is of closed or open string type

closed string

170

open string

In either case the basic stair is built up of carriages, usually two
per stair, but sometimes three in a wide stair and strings, which are
the finished sides of the stair.

typical stair long section cross section

cLYY i45e,

e

In addition to a surface on which to walk, a device is required to
prevent people falling off the stair this is the balustrade which
consists of the components shown on the sketch below.

newel

make an axonometric sketch of I flight of an open string stair.
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The height of hand rails on a stair should be 2'8" tc .'10" measured
of the nose of the tread and at landing should be 2'10" 3'0". The
minimum width of a domestic stair is 218" clear. Clearance between
obstruction and stair should be not lessihdn 6'8".

11 if

2Ler--7,4, -A
ds.L.S

!/j.ri

r-.
The configurations a stair may take consist of

1111111111111111111
evummun11.111

dim IImun

IMI1P

101111
1111111

UP

uP

uP

uP ty-t 41 It*

cio5 )e5) winciers

dog le3, Ondee5

CUfv23 crc Vo.-riotA5 4-JIDGS
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A spiral stair cannot be used as a primary means of escape, but it is
an attractive and economic stair in terms of space occupied.

Spirals can be constructed from aluminum, steel, cast iron and concrete.
All spiral stairs are built up from a central tube. The treads are
either cantilevered off the central tube or use a combination of
ca!ltilevering and s.Tport from the previous tread, known as open riser
treads.

11

open riser tread -r

4 WELL 0ENING

/IV." 0 0

ELEVAT'0N
CANTILEVER TYPE

Cantilever treads

Stair
diameter

Treads
in

Circle

Riser
Size

Head
Room

Platform
size

Well

opening

r
3'6" 12 72 "-9" 6'9" 22" 3'8"

4'0" 12 72 "-9" 6'9" 25" 4'2"

4'6" 12 or 7"-9" 6'9"- 28" 4'8"
16 710"

5'0" 16 7" 7'0" 31" 5'2"

5'6" 16 7" 7'O" 34" 5'8"

6'0" 16 7" 710" 37" 6'2"
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If you refer back to p. which covered the matter of framing
openings in floors, and combine that information with information on
stairs, you should how be able to produce a sketch showing the complete
assembly. Attempt to draw a section showing a single flight wood stair
connecting to a wood floor at top and onto a concrete slab at the bottom
Scale not less than 1/2" = 110".

Turn to page 174 after you have completed this task.

18")
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The finished detail should look something like this

.11
/0-011(

A ouble

5.4vIncteY no+checi
OVeri le dry.

SiYinge.-f notched over f)10.4.e.

boReja 4.04loo-r
Section through stair.

Not only must framed openings be constructed for stairs but also
around fireplaces and flues. Although the use of electric heat is
increasing, it is still more economical to burn oil or solid fuel
for heating and most people enjoy an open fire in any case. Both
furnaces and fireplaces require well designed flues in order to
operate satisfactorily.

281
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Headers and trimmers must be kept clear of chimneys and flues by a
minimum of 2" in order to avoid the possibility of combustion taking
place.

Chimneys are constructed of incombustible rnateribls such as brick,
concrete, stone or steel. Flue linings may be fire brick or hard
glazed flue lining in a variety of sizes and sometimes steel.

r4" M.N1 ?MAX
EXCEPT rOw
SPEC.CONV.M-144*.

The fact that a flue works at all is based
upon two simple facts.
I. Hot gases and air are lighter than cool

air.

2. Air pressure reduces the higher one goes.

This second fact has implications beyond its
application to flue design as it is this that
is the cause of a number of otherwise unexplained
effects in multistorey bui:dings. For the
moment it is sufficient to know that if a 4Tbe
open at two ends is suspended vertically, there
will be air flow from bottom to top. The longer
the tube the greater the draft. Flues shorter
than 15'0" frequently give unsatisfactory service.

There is a positive relationship between fireplace
face opening and flue cross sectional area. F.ue
area should be approximately I/10th the area of the
fireplace opening area, and never less than I/12th
at any time./

1

V t The sketch on this page clearly indicates the
relationship and size of throat to fireplace.

APPlirlst 12

I

.s.

0 o

MAX
OR OPENNG

SCOT ON
FIREPLACC WITH °Amt., 11

18

1111101111aesa,



Flues should always be centered over the fireplace.

FIRE STOP MFRS WITH 1--
tvCOMBUS TOLE MATE R, A

MINIMUM B IF NO
FLUE LINING IS USEO----,,,

0' MIN 12 IF
EXTERIOR WALL

TO WOOD
STUDS CA JOISTS drktINImum

176

2 TO WOOD STUDS
OR JOISTS--

LIMIT FOR W000

ur.E SPLAY wHE RE
HEATING EFFECT

SIRED

SPLAY SHOLL 0 et.
AT LC A.1T A .U7
NO, EO 45.

PLAN
Fireplace opening sizes

Set

B CAST
RON ASH

DUMP R FRAME
CR 6'X.S

WIDTH OF LOG + 6
BACK HEART OF
)RICK SOAPSTONE

USUALLY.' MAY BE LESS

MINMUM LININGS FIREBRICK
4 eRcx.ETTes a CEMENT
BACKING 2 c.,0APSTONC
CEMENT BACKING 2

WIDTH OF OPENING 2'. TO 7'SEE SHEET PRECEDING

FRONT HEARTH or MARBLE. TILE. SOAPSTONE,
sroNe.skicK. CEMENT OR BROUETTES

Width Height Depth Splay rcegid flue

area
flue size
round

fule size

rectangular

2'0" l'6"-I'9" l'4"-I'6" 4" min. 70

sq.in.
10" 8 I/2" X 13"

2'8" l'9"-2'0" l'6"-I'8" 4" 77 sq. in. 12" 8 1/2" X 13"

3'0" 2'0" I f 8u
6 1/2" 86 sq. in. 12" 12" X 12"

3'4" 2'0" l I 8u 6 1.2" 96 sq. in. 12" 12" X 16"

4'0" 21 1 1/2" 1'9" 6" 120 sq.in. 15" 13" X 13"

5'0" 2'6"-2'9" 2'0"-2'2" 9" 198 sq.in. 18" 16" X 20"

6'0" 2'9"-3'0" 2'2"-2'4" 9" 260 sq.in. 20" 20" X 20"

At the top of tht, chimney, Laps should be provided to reduce water
ingress and to aid in combating downdrafts.

1S3



Prepare sketch plans
building shown below

and sections, elevations

+1

4Osi

and details of the simple

VP IT

18'

11...---

KlICHEN/b14Ittg

A

N

ELEVATION

0
0
Pi

H BASEMENT 'PLAN

5GALE APPROX. Vt.;"=110" ALL DIMS.

184
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With the completion of the last assignment you have completed volumn I

of the programmed instruction construction program. By this time you
should be aware of most of the principles underlying modern methods of
construcing small buildings. These same principles apply to all
buildings, although complexity and systems change and increase.

Thank you for using this book.

Please take the book and assignment -:o the instructor and at the same
time request the test paper.

Following are a list of publications to which you may wish to refer for
further information..

Architecture - Drafting and Design - Hepler & Wallach

Architectural Technology - G.H. Anthony

BCIding Construction - W.C. Huntington

Architectural Graphic Standards - Ramsey & Sleeper

National Building Code of Canada

Canadian Building Digest

Principles of Modern Building Vol.
I & 2 - Building Research Station (U.K.)

Construction Materials & Processes - Don A. Watson

Construction Principles Materials & Methods - Schmidt, Lewis, Olin.

186"



APPENDIX

Nailing for Framing, Sheating and Subflooring.

Canadian Building Digest (21;
(Cavi)y Walls)

Canadian Building Digest (39)
(Solar Heat Gain Through Glass Walls)

Problems of Decay

Canadian Building Digest (III)
(Decay of Wood)

186
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r--7--SITEATIIING AND SVBFLOOR ATTACHMENT

Element
t

Min. Nail
length, in.

Min. Staple
Length, in. (3)

Min. no. or
max. spacing

5( and 3/8 in. plywood or
particleboard

Oh in. to 3/4 in. plywood or
. particleboard

2(!)

2 0)

11/2

2

6 in. o.c.
along

edges and
12 in. o.c.

along inter-
mediate

% in. plywood or particle-
board

VA (1) N/A supports

34 in. and 1/2in. fibreboard
sheathing

oh in. gypsum sheathing

13/4 (2)

13A (2)

11/2

N/A

board lumber 8 in. or less
wide

2 2 2 per
support

board lumber more than
8 in. wide

2 2 3 per
support

Column 1 2 3 4

NAILING FOR FRAMING

Construction Detail
Minimum
Length of
Nods (to.)

Minimum
Number or
Maximum

Spacing of Nails

Floor joist to plats toe nail

Woods or metal strapping to underbids of &or joists

Cross bridging to joists

Doubted header or trimmer joists

Floor Joist to stud (balloon commotion)

Lodger strip to wood beam

Joist to joist splice (see also Table 9.23.13.A.)

Tail Joist to adjacent header joist
(end nailed) around operungs

Each header join to adjacent trimmer joist
(cad nailed) around operungs

Stud to wall plate (each end) toe nail
or end nail

Doubled studs at openings. or studs at partition or wall
intersecuons and .orocri

Doubled top wall plates

Bottom wall plate or sole plate to joists or blocking
(exterior walls)

Interior partitions to framing or subflooring

Horizontal number over opcniop in noo load bearing
partitions cads end

Lintels to studs

Cailias Joist to plate toe nail each end

Roof rafter. roof truss. or roof join to plate toe nail

Rafter plies to each ceiling joist

Rafter to joist (with ridge supportcd)

Rafter to join (with ridge unsupported)

()wet plate to each rafter at peak

Rafter vs ridge board toe nail
end nail

Collar de to rafter each cod

Collar de lateral support to each collar is

Jack rafter to hip or valley rafter

Roof strut to rafter

Roof strut to bearing . artitioo tog nail

2 by 6 or less plank decking to support

Plank docking wider than 2 by 6 to support

14n. ads' 1t44 plank decking to support (toe oat))

34n. edge laid plank to sub other

31/4

2%

21/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

4
31/4

31/4
4

2s
31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

4

31/4

31/4

2%

1YA
3%

21/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

31/4

2

2

2 each end

12 in. o.e.

2

2 per joist

2 at each end

3

3

4
2

30 in. oc.

24 in. o.c.

16 in. o.c.

24 in. o.c.

2

2 at sub cod

2

3

2

3

sea Tabk 9.23.13.A.

4

4
3
3

2

2

3

2

2

3

1$ in. on.

Column 1
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BUIEMIG DIGEST
DIVISION OF BUILDING RESEARCH NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL CANADA

CAVITY WALLS
by T. Ritchie

The term "cavity wall" is applied to a type
of masonry wall construction in which a con-
tinuous air space or cavity is provided inside
the wall. A cavity wall theraore is actually
two walls separated by an air space, but joined
by means of metal ties for structural strength.
They are extensively used in European coun-
tries, particularly Great Britain, where they
have been developed as a means of obtaining
protection from penetration of rain through
masonry walls. In recent years in North Amer-
ica many important buildings have been con-
struc:ed with cavity walls.

This type of construction is by no means
modern. traditionally solid masonry was used
to enclose bnikimas and support the loads of
roof, fl,ors. furnisbintT. and oceopnts, but as
long ;o is the hest century it was not un-
usual ler C .r. tudders to use cavity walls
instead of masanry and many such build-
ings are All :n

Advantages
The most obvious advantage of Layity walls

over those of solid masonry is the possible
reduction in the amount of masonry u3ed in
construction, but other advantages such as im-
proved t%iermal insulation are obtained from
them. If a 12-inch solid brick wall consisting
of three bricks side-by-side is compared with
a 10-inch cavity wall composed of two bricks
separated by a 2-inch air space. it is found
that even thooeh the latter wall is 2 inches
thinner than the soh! it ha; slightly
greater resi,t.:nee to flow of beat through the
wall (i.e. it has greater insulating valiw).

The mo.t important- advantage cf cavity
aver 'mild masonry walls, however, is the posi

UDC 69.022.322

tive protection against rain penetration ....Inch
cavity walls can provide. In many buildings
solid masonry walls have been used under se-
vere conditions of exposure to wind-driven
rain, and frequently under these conditions the
result has been penetration of moisture through
the masonry to the interior, producing "damp
wall" problems. Cavity walls, on the other
hand, do not permit rain penetration; by their
design. water cannot reach the inside surface
of the wall. When rain falls on a cavity wail it
may penetrate the outer wall, but the water
then trickles down the inner surface of the
outer wall and cannot traverse the cavity. The
base of the wall is provided with metal (lash -
ings that direct any water that has entered the
ea% ity outward through openings ;weep holes)
provided for the purpose.

Construction of Cavity Walls
Cavity walls do not require special masonry

units. Conventional ores are employed al-
though metal ties instead of bonding units tie
the masonry together. The outer part of the
cavity wall is usually brick masonry. The inner
wall may also be of brickwork, but it is often
constructed of structural clay tile, concrete
blocks, or plain or reinforced concrete.

When a cavity wall is constructed on a foun-
dation wall it is essential that a properly-de-
signed gutter be installed between the foun-
dation and the wall. The metal flashing which
forms the gutter is placed beneath the outer
part of the wall, and is shaped so that it turns
up behind the outer wall awl is carried into a
mortar joint of the inner wall. A typical ar-
rangement is shown in Fig. 1.
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OUTER WALL

AIR $ CZ (2-)--

METAL TIE

INNER WALL

FLASHING TO
FORM CAVITY

GUTTER

WEEP HOLE
(MORTAR OMITTED)

FOUNDATION
WALL

- BRICK

MORTAR JOINT

Figure 1 Typical Flashing Installation at Bearing
Support of Cavity

The gutter collects water that moves down
the cavity and must be cbained. For this pur-
pose mortar may be omitted from the vertical
joints of the bottom course of bricks in the

...all; usually eery third joint along
the course is left open.

During construction of a cavity wall the in-
ner and outer parts are anchored by metal ties
laid in the 110li7onta1 mortal joints. They are
arranged in a definite pattern. It is essential
that the air space be kept continuous and not
bridged by mortar or other material that will
allow water to pass acioss the cavity. To en-
sure this, wooden strips are usually used to
collect mortar that drops into the cavity as the
bricks are laid. They are placed on a row of
ties and as they are pulled up to allow instal-
lation of the next series of ties. the collected
mortar is removed flour the cavity. iresh mor-
tar that may hate fallen into the gutter at the
base of the wall may be removed by a hosed
stream of water.

Ties
It is the function of tics to anchor the two

parts of the cavity wall together so that ade-
quate strength may be obtained from the wall
assembly. The tie must be stiong in itself, and
enough of it must be embedded in mortar :c:
provide adequate anclimage. It should oe at
least 3 '16 inch in diameter and should be bunt
at both ends to form 2 -inch legs hi addition,
it must be corrosionresistant so Chit it is not

desho ed by rusting in service; for this reason
the use of non.folous ties is desirable Coppe,
Ind Inonz ale suitable materials, as is steel
ith copper welded to thc surface or steel that

has been galvanized by hot dipping. Uncoated
steel ties or those coated with cement, tar of
paint are not considered suitable for avit%
...ails. Corrugated metal ships of the type fre-
quently used to tic venw to a backing ma-
tetial should not be used in cavity wall con-
sti uction.

Ties of several shapes are available, but that
most commonly used is Z-shaped. Rectangular
and U-shaped tics ale also common (Fig. 2).
Cavity will tics are usually provided with a
"chip" feature so that any water passing
along the tic falls off at the drip into the ca-
vity. They should not slope downward to the
inner %%Al as this encourages passage of water
across the cavity.

OUTER WALL

INNER WALL --\
CAVITY

I. = 1: i:t
t!

to

Z BAR U BAR RECTANGULAR

Figure 2 Shapes of Cavity Wall Ties.

Spacing of Ties
Pio% scions for cavity svalls in the National

Building Code of Canada require that ties be
spaced % eitically rot moie than IS inches apal t
and horizontally not more than 36 inches :wait.
The ties must be staggeled from course to
conise and each tie must extend at least 2!:
inches into the masonry. Additional ties are
reipmed around openings in a cavity wall.
These arc installed not more than 12 inches
flout the opening, and ale spaced less than 3
feet apart mound It.

Structural Frame Buildings
A Mt ttchtral frame of steel or 'reinforced con-

rete inembis is usual in Noith America in
the construction of buildings higher than three
sun les. and is often used for lower buildings as
well. In this type of construction the frame
lather than the masonry walls is used to sup-
pint the loads on the building Masonry merely
sludds the interim from the weather and re-
sists the spread of fire.
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Cavity walls have been combined effectively
with structural members of frame-type build-
ings to provide excellent protection from
weather. Frequently the outer surfaces of
spandrel beams and columns are placed in the
same plane and the inner part of the cavity
wall is constructed flush with the surfaces of
the beams and columns and anchored to them.
while the outer part is carried on a shelf formed
by a steel angle attached to a ,beam, usually
at each flr,)r level. A typical arrangement is
shown in 3. The outer wall is anchored
to the inner ,111 by metal ties. It is also an-
chored to the columns; in the case of concrete
columns this may be done by dove-tailed an-
chors that fit into anchor-slots provided in the
concrete members. Similar details are used
when the structural frame is of steel members.

OUTER WALL 1 4

AIR SPACE
04 J

WEEP HOLE-
SHELF ANGLE.
GALvANIZEG
STEEL., BOLTED
TO DEAR

-

SPANDREL

DEAN

INNER WALL

WALL TIE

Figure 3 Typical Arrangement of Cavity Wall at a
Spandrel Beam.

The shelf angle supporting the outer part of
the cavity wall acts as a flashing to form a
gutter. Where adjacent angles abut flashing
must be placed over the angles to cover the
joint. To drain the gutter. weep-holes are pro-
vided in the course of bricks resting on the
angle by the omission of vertical mortar joints.
The shelf angles should be galvanized steel in
order to resist coirosion.

Door and Window Openings
Where a door or window is fitted into a

cavity well the continuity of the air space is
broken. and care must be taken to prevent
water hum passing along the door or window
frame to the interior. If a se indoor is installed
immediately beneath the shelf angle attached
to a spandrel beam the normal flashing de-
tails for the shelf angle ale sufficient to pre-

serve the svater-tightness of the wall along the
top of the window If openuo:,s are made else-
where, however, a separate angle is provided
as the lintel. and over the angle proper flash-
ing must be installed to collect water moving
down the cavity and weep-holes provided for
drainage.

The sides of door- and window-frames must
be designed so that water cannot travel along
them to the interior. Diverter strips that pro-
ject from the sides of the frame into the ca-
vity are usuall provided for this purpose.

Control Joints
The outer part of a cavity wall forms a rela-

tively thin skin around a building and may be
subjected to appreciable changes in tempera-
ture and moisture content, producing stresses
which lead to cracking. In addition, the outer
part of the wall may be affected by move
ments taking place in other components of the
building. Experience in the design of cavity
walls has indicated the value of providing sr-
tical control joints in the outer part of the
wall to accommodate these movement.. It ha;
been found that the corners of cavity walls are
particularly susceptible to cracking when a
structural frame has been used. Accordingly. a
vertical control joint is usually provided in the
outer part of the svall about 3 or 4 feet from
the corner. In addition. to reduce the :fiance
of cracking, the outer pait of a cavity wall
should not be tied 'o corner columns of con-
crete.

There :s an even greater tendency for move-
ment to take place in parapet walls than in the
min walls of a building. and there is therefore

a special need for control pink. Continuing
the cavity upwards from the main walls into
the parapet appears to be a desirable feature.

Cavity Insulation
In recent years snecial insulating materials

have been deve:oped for filling the air space
of cavity walls in order to improve the thermal
insulation value of the wall. The materials are
pour -type insulations treated to sender them
water-repellent.

Since the main ad antage of cavity walls
resistance to ram penetration depends on
keeping the air space free of anything that
might form a "w titer bndge-, it might he ex-
pected that filling the casity would destroy its
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resistance to rain penetration. Laboratory tests
have indicated, however, that this is not the
case if specially prepared insulating materials
treated to be water repellent are used.

Condensation
In the north-eastern area of the United

States the performance of many cavity walls
has been studied for several years. No special
vapour barrier was installed in the buildings
to control movement of water vapour from the
inside to the outside, and there appeared to be
no harmful effects of condensation in the walls.
When high relative humidity is maintained in
a building, however, and the outside air tem-
perature is very low, as may be the case in
many areas of Canada in the winter, there is
danger of condensation of water vapour in the
walls and of frost action. Under these condi-
tions it seems wise to provide vapour barrier
protection to cavity w alls, particularly if the
cavity contains insulating material.

Building Code Requirements
Special requirements for construction of ca-

vity walls, particularly limitations on height,
are contained in most building codes. The Na-
tional Building Code of Canada 1960, for ex-
ample, states that the maximum height to
which a cavity wall may be built above its
bearing support is 36 feet. For buildings taller
than this It is necessary to provide intermedi-
ate bearing support so that the allowable
height above the support is nor exceeded.

The minimum thickness of a cavity wall is
10 inches, the cavity being not less than 2 nor
more than 3 inches vide. For loadbeanng ca-
vity walls the Natithial Building Code requires
that the minimum thickness of the top 12 feet
be 10 inches, that of the portion more than 12
feet but not more than 24 feet from the top,

12 inches, while that part of the wall more
than 24 feet from the top must be at least 14
inches thick. As for solid masonry wails, lateral
support, either horizontal or vertical, must be
provided for cavity walls.

It is generally required by building codes
that mortars of relatively high strength be used
in cavity wall construction, probably because
resistance of the thin ,Juter part of the wall to
lateral force is important. A general rule seems
to be that mortar for cavity wall construction
should be at least as strong as a mortar con
taming equal proportions by volume of lime
and portland cement (1:1:5 or 1:1:6 by vol-
ume of portland cement ,: lime : sand). At the
same time it should possess good workability
and water-retention pro: erties.

Conclusion
Cavity walls provide an important advantage

over walls of solid masonry in that they can
afford complete protection against rain pene-
tration even when exposed to conditions of
severe wetting by wind-driven rain. Under
similar conditions rain leakage through solid
masonry walls is not uncommon. There are
three essential requirements for cavity wall
construction: the cavity wall must have a gut-
ter at its base to collect leakage water and
drains ti direct water out of it; the two parts
of the wall must be anchored together with
metal ties that are corrosion resistant and ade-
quately strong; the wall must have a cavity
free of mortar or other material that may form
a water bridge across it.

Cavity walls have been used in many coun-
tries over a long period of time and have
established their excellent performance record
under widely varying conditions.
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SOLAR HEAT GAIN THROUGH GLASS WALLS

by D. G. Stephenson

If the radiant energy from the sun that is
constantly falling on the earth's surface had
to be bought at Kd per kilowatt hour the daily
bill would be the staggering sum of $10.000
billion. On a mote comprehensible scale, the
maximum intensity of solar radiation falling
on a square foot of horizontal surface in the
temperate latitudes is of the order of 100
watts; for vertical surfaces it is about 75
watts. These is, therefore, a large amount of
energy falling on the outer surfaces of every
building at certain times of the year energy
that can cause serious performance problems
if it has not been fully taken into account by
the dthigner. It is the purpose of this Digest
to show the magnitude of the solar heat gain
associated with glass areas in the different
facades of a building. and to discuss the sev-
eral ways that it can be reduced.

Intensity of Sunshine
The intensity of the sun's rays that pene-

trate to the bottom of the atmosphere depends
on the clarity of the atmosphere and on the
length of their path through it (i e. the angu-
lar elevation of the sun above the horizon).
The energy that is incident on a unit area of
a particular surface depends upon the inten-
sity of the sun's rays and the angle at which
they strike the surface. The maximum inten-
sity for a horizontal surface occurs at noon
at the time of t', _ summer solstice for all
latitudes outside of the tropics. For example,
the maximum insolation on one square foot
of horizontal surface is 93 watts at Ottawa
(latitude 45*N) and 83 watts at Winnipeg
(latitude 50°N). At the winter solstice the
corresponding figures for noon on a clear day
are 39 watts and 29 watts respectively. (Mul-
tiply watts by 3.4 to obtain Btu/hr.)

The radiation that falls on vertical surfaces
is, however, often of more importance in build-
ing design (because of windows) than the
radiation on a horizontal surface. The orien-

1
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tation of a wall is an additional variable. A
wall facing south at Ottawa receives a daily
maximum of 45 watts, It ft= at noon on June
22nd or thereabouts; but at the equinox the
daily maximum has increased to 65 watts/ft2;
and the yearly maximum may be as high as
100 watts /ft= in winter if these is snow on the
ground to reflect some sunshine onto the wall.
East and west facing walls, on the other hand,
receive their maximum irradiation in the
morning and afternoon, respectively, when
the sun's rays are more nearly perpendicular
to the wall surface, The annual maximum for
east and west facing surfaces at Ottawa is
about 75 watts /ft=. It occurs at midsummer
approximately 4 hours before and after noon
respectively (as indicated by a sun-dial). The
magnitude of the daily maximum changes very
little between midsummer and the equinox, so
that the value of 75 watts /ft= is representative
of the daily maximum insolation on east and
west facades during the period from April to
Or `-...r.

Transparent Walls
When solar radiation falls on glass and other

partially transparent material some of the in-
cident energy is reflected, some is absorbed
by the material, and the rest is transmitted to
the inside of the building. For ordinary win-
dows the absorption is quite a small fraction
and transmission much the largest part. It is
not always appreciated, however, that the
reflection from the surface of glass varies con-
siderably with the angle of incidence, i.e. the
angle between the light rays and a line per-
pendicular to the surface Figure 1 shows the
variation of the reflection, absorption and
transmission of solar radiation by a single
sheet of ordinary glass. The noon values of
the incident angles for a south wall at Ot-
tawa are shown on Figure 1. They indicate
that transmission will have a daily maximum
value of 70 per cent of the incident radiation
at midsummer and that this will increase to
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85 per cent at the equinox and to a maximum
of 87 per cent at noon in midge inter.

It is easy to appreciate why a building de-
signer shoqld take peat care to minimize solar
heat gain when one considers the cost of the
air-conditioning plant needed to remove it. It
lac been stated that the insiilat um on east and
west facing walls can be 73 watts 'ft= at the
daily maxiimini timing the whole poiod from
April to Oetober. The incident angle for these
surfaces at the time of peak insolation is less
than 40 degrees so that transmission is about
87 per cent for a single sheet of glass. One
bundled situate feet of ordinary glass in a
west facade would, therefore, transmit 6.5
kilowatts to the interior of the building. All
this energy must eventually be removed by
the ventilating and air - conditioning equipment.

Finn:mm.1y all of the transmitted solar ra-
diation does nut immediately act to increase
the cooling load; some is stored in the floor
and inteinal walls, which absoi b the radiation
and are warmed by it. The maximum cooling
load has been found to be about 60 per cent
of the maximum iastantaneous heat gain for
a modern multi-stmey office building with 80
per cent of the exterior wall made of glass.
Thus the maximum cooling load associated
with the solar transmission through 100 ft=
of ordinary single glazing in a west wall can
be taken as 60 per cent of 6.5 kilowatts, i.e.
about 4 kilowatts or just over 1 ton of re-
frigeration.

The cost of an air-conditioning system de-
pends on the type of building and the type
of sstem used, but it usually exceeds $1,000
per ton. This represents about $300 per ton
for the central cooling plant with the other
$700 fur the distribution system. The increase
in the eqst of a building that can lie attributed
to the solar heat gain through a window de-
pends, therefore. on whether or not the added
heat gain increases the peak cooling load for
the building. if it does, the full $1,000 per
ton should he charged to the window; other-
wise, a figme approaching the 8700 per ton
cost of the distribution system would be more
appropriate. If the added light provided will
result in a deciease in the use of artificial il-
lumination, however, sonic credit may be al-
lowed. Thus the initial cost of air-conditioning
equipment requited to remove solar heat ad-
mitted through an east or west facing window
may acid about 87/ft= of window to the cost
of the building. There is in addition an annual
operating cost for this equipment. The heat

Steplien.on, D. C. and C. P. Mitalas. An analog
evaluation of methods for controlling solar heat
gain through windows. Journal. American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning En-
gineers, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1962, p. 41-46.
( MiC (i510)

gain from heat conduction through an equal
area of insulated opaque wall is less than
5 per cent of the transmission through the
glass. so essentially all of the $7/ ft= should be
added to the cost of the glass to give an
equivalent first cost of a window.

The corresponding figures for .a window
area in a south facing wall are:

at the summer solstice, a transmission of
70 per cent of the incident beam of 45 watts/ft=,
which gives an instantaneous heat gain of 31
watts/ft= at noon;

at the autumn equinox, a transmission of
85 per cent of the incident beam of 65 watts/ft=
for an instantaneous heat gain of 55 watts /ft=.
These figures show some of the advantages of
orienting a building so that the windows are
facing south rather than east or west; the max-
imum heat gain due to solar radiation trans-
mitted through the glass is less and the
maximum owns at the end of the cooling
season so that it does not coincide with the
maximum cooling load due to ventilation.
Notch windows, of course, have very small
solar heat gains.

Control of Solo; Hcat Gain through Windows
The real cost of removing the heat that

enters a building through the windows is so
peat that it is economic to spend consider-
able sums of money to reduce solar heat gain.
The most obvious method is to use some form
of shade to intercept the radiation before it
even reaches the window. This can be done
much more easily for south facing windows
than for those facing east or west, since for
the south facade the angle of incidence is large
in summer and projections from the wall con-
sequerily cast long shadows.

Solar heat gain through a south facing win-
dow can be significantly reduced also by tilt-
ing the glass as shown in Figure 2. The energy
falling on the window in this configuration is
the same as would occur if the window were
vertical and had a 1.4-font projecting shade
along the lintel. The tilted glass reflects 45 per
cent of the radiation when the incident angle
is 78 degrees, compared with 23 per cent
when the glass is vertical. This difference in
reflectivity decreases as the season progresses
toward the winter solstice, and in winter the
tilted and ve.tical windows transmit essenti-
ally the same amount of solar energy.

Reflectivity of glass can be increased by
coating the surface with either a very thin
metallic film or a film of dielectric material that
has a high index of refraction. Sealed double
glazing units are now available with a reflective
coating on the inside surface of the outer pane.
Their reflectivity depends on the angle of in-
cidence just as for uncoated glass, but the
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Figure 1
Absorption. Tao:thin and transmission fur single

sheet nt ordinary glass.

value at all angles of incidence is higher than
for ordinary glass.

Eilindls provide another method of solar con-
trol. A light coloured blind reflects some of
the solar radiation and absorbs the rest. This
causes the blind to heat until it is losing heat
at the same rate as it receives it horn the sun.
If the blind is in the loom, most of the energy
it absoilis is added to the room's cooling load.
If it is between the panes of a double window,
however. some of the absorbed energy is trans-
ferred to the outside air and the loom's cool-
ing load is reduced accordingly. It is desirable.
therefute, to use light coloured blinds and. if
possible. to place them between the panes of
a double window.

Heat absorbing glass is also widely used to
reduce so' heat gain. Classes are available
that :lbw over 70 per cent of the incident
radiation so that tansinisfon to the inside of
irbuilding is about 20 per cent when the angle
of incidence is small and even less when it is
large. Absorbing glass is not as good as these
figures indicate, however, because the energ
that is absorbed by the glass is dissipated to
the surroundings on both sides of the window.
The proportion of absorbed energy that is
transferred to the inside depends on the rela-
tive magnitudes of the heat transfer coefficients
at the inside and outside surfaces If cool air
is introduced into the room through a pill
along the window sill mole than half the ab-
sorbed energy is tinnsferred to the mom side.
Thus, the use of heat absorbing glass may
cause a higher maximum cooling load than
occurs with ordinary glass because pint of the
absorbed energy is transferred to the room air

er soon after it hay been absorbed by the
glass. Energy transmitted through ordinary
glass is absol bed by the floor, walls and fur-
nishings and released much later. The heat
storage capacity of these objects tends to
spread the cooling load over a considerable
period of time so that the peak value is re-
duced.

The effectiveness of heat absorbing glass
may be inacased by using it as the outer pane
of a double glazed window so that absorbed
energy can be moie readily dissipated to the
outside air than to the room air. An even
gt eater fraction of the absorbed energy can be
rejected to the outside atmosphere if there is
it five circulation of outside air through the
space between the panes of the double win-
dow. The outer sheet of heat absorbing glas-,
is then hist a sinitianspalent outside shading
device.

Heat absorbing glass can sometimes be used
to advantage for ooth winclo,. s if shading or
tilting are unacceptable fur architectural rea-
sons. It has its best application. however, for
east and west facing windows where effective
outside shading becomes ewensive and the
simple expedient of tiling ha. no appreciable
effect.

Large areas of glass in the outer walls of a
building can cause undesirable glare in the
space near the windows. Any method of re-
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ducing solar heat gain will also alleviate glare
since apprcximately half of the total radiant
energy from the sun is in the wavelength re-
gion of visible light.

Heat Cain
through Class during Fall and Winter

The foregoing discussion has been concern-
ed with cola, heat gain during the summer. It
is also important to consider heat transfer
through windows during the other seasons. Any
building that has 50 per cent or more of its
outside walls m.tde of glass will have sufficient
solar heat g.iiii during some hours of the day
in spring and fall to require cooling, even
though the outside air temperature is well be-
low the desired room temperature. During the
dark hours of these same days there will be a
substantial heating load because of the high
heat loss outward through the glass. The need
for cooling during what is normally considered
the heating season means that the air-condi-
tioning distribution system must allow for the
simultaneous distribution of a heating and a
cooling medium; and the building must be
carefully zoned so that each area can have the
heating or cooling that It requires. As this in-
crease in the complexity of an air-conditioning
system is mainly a consequence of the use of
transparent walls its cost should be charged
against the glass walls.

Class areas have higher values of over-all
heat conductance (LI value) than do insulated
opaque walls; and large areas of glass in the
outer envelope of a building cause higher rates
of heat loss during the long winter nights. A
larger capacity heating plant is needed, there-
fore, for a building with extensive areas of
glass than for one with walls containing con-
ventional insulation. The net loss of energy
through a wall is the difference between the
loss by conduction to the outside air and the
gain by transmission of solar radiation. This
net loss during the winter months depends on
the average outside air temperature, or the
number of degree-days during the winter, as
well as on the amount of radiation that falls
on the glass. A double glazing of ordinary
glass in a south wall at Ottawa, for example,
has a slightly lower net heat loss for a whole
winter than has a similarly exposed insulated
wall. This small gain is probably offset in most
cases by the air leakage through the cracks
around a window. There is, therefore, practi-
cally no difference in Ottawa in the annual
energy requirements for heating when a part
of an insulated south wall is replaced by
double glazing of ordinary glass. There is a
higher net loss for other types of windows or for
any dindows in other exposures, the maxi-

mum, of course, being for north facing win-
dows.

This simple analysis assumes that all solar
heat can be used to reduce heating require-
ments. If a glass area is large it may be ne-
cessary at certain times to waste some of the
available solar heat; to dce otherwise would
make the building uncomfortably warm.

Summary
Significant amounts of solar radiation are

incident on all surfaces of buildings except
the north wall. Solar radiation transmitted
through unprotected windows or transparent
walls causes a great increase in the cooling re-
quirements of an air-conditioned building or
high air temperatures in a building without
cooling. Shading and other methods of re-
ducing solar gain are beneficial for both cooled
and uncooled buildings. The initial cost of the
air-conditioning equipment necessitated by a
window of ordinary plate glass can be greater
than the cost of the window itself; and there
is, in addition. an annual cost of operating the
system to pump out the heat that the glass
lets in. Both these costs should be included as
part of the price that has to be paid when a
building designer decides to use large areas of
transparent materials in the envelope of a
building.

Solar heat gain can be substantially reduced
by orienting a building so that there is a mini-
mum of glass in the east and west facades.
Windows facing north have very little solar
radiation incident on them; this is an advan-
tage in summer, but results in increased ener-
gy requirements during the heating season.
Solar heat gain through south facing windows
can be controlled during the summer by out-
side shades or by tilting; if they are double
glazed such windows do not increase the ener-
gy requirements for heating in the southern
parts of Canada.

%'here windows are deemed necessary in
east or west facades the heat gain can be
reduced by using double glazing, with the
outside pane of heat absorbing glass; the ef-
fectiveness of such windows is increased by
allowing a free circulation of outside air
through the space between the panes. If seal-
ed double glazing units are used a reflective
coating on the inside of the outer pane is
more effective than a pane of heat absorbing
glass with the same light transmission. Finally,
blinds can be used to reduce solar heating.
They are more effective when located between
the panes of a double window than on the
room side of the window,
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7) Hardware - In many homes these, Items are completely neglected and after a
few years theq jam or rust or otherwise become defective.
A few minutes each month with a graphite spray or a can of
special lock oil may delay renewal indefinitely.

8) Electrical - Periodic checks should be made of lamps and fuses to check for
defects as lamp performance decreases rapidly immediately
prior to failure. Exposed wiring should be checked for frayed
insulation, and fittings checked for burns which indicate
an overload problem or short circuit. It is a good policy
to check the total house load every few years as, with the
passage of time, one tends to forget that the circuits may
originally have been loaded to maximum capacity before
subsequent appliances were installed. If a house has more
then eight light points or two power points per circuit
then the system is overloaded and the circuits should be
morganized or the house rewired.

2) General Construction

The following comments apply to construction in general and are not classified
according to either construction type or building type.

The order of presentation does not necessarily follow the proposed order of
inspection, but rather according to material and its effect on the general
maintenance.

WOOD

When selecting wood as a construction material, three main features must be
considered from the point of view of maintenance.

Problems of decay;
Problems of finishing;
Problems of fire resistance.

This field, as can be seen, covers many sections of the inspection list but
the cause of most of the defects listed will be either improper use of material,
or incorrect installation of material.

Problems of decay

The word "decay" is used in its wide sense and is intended to cover the following:-

Molds and stains In wood;
Wood-destroying fungi;
Wood-destroying insects.

Moulds and Stair's. Prior to installation in a building, molds and stains may
not be very significant. They normally affect sapwood.

Molds rarely stain the wood to any depth and can usually be brushed off and
the wood surfaced.
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Staining is often caused through improper drying conditions and usually occurs

in the sapwood soon after cutting. Main causes are bad moisture and temperature
conditions, and sometimes improper stacking of lumber when air drying. The

discolouration is often of blue-black colour and is sometimes referred to as

"bluing"; it penetrates the sapwood and cannot be removed by surfacing or other

treatment. Staining rarely affects the strength of the !umber for normal

purposes, but it should not be used for work in which appearance is important.

When seen on inspection, it need not be noted unless the lumber is still in a

saturated condition - this may indicate that the lumber (in a new building)

was not cured and that shrinkage may take place causing defects to other

c Aponents of the building.

Stained lumber should not be used in millwork externally because, it the wood
again becomes wet, the staining fungi mr.y start up again and affect the finish

of the wood.

Wood - destroying fungi. These are the most serious problems in connection with
wood in most areas, though in some areas insects are tar more destructive.

Most of the rot caused by fungi is commonly misnamed "dry-rot". This is

incorrect, as no really dry wood will rot.

The true dry-rot can be caused by one of several types of fungi with water-

conducting strands. These fungi thrive on moisture and cause decay in wood

by breaking down the fibre structure. A true dry-rot will only exist in a

damp place with little or no ventilation and the elimination of these two

conditions will stop the further progress of dry-rot, provided that all

affected timber is removed and all non-combustible surfaces burned off with a

blow lamp to kill any live spores that may exist. The surface should then be

treated with a chemical preservative compound, and for safety, new timber

Installed should be similarly treated.

Most of the wet-rots that occur attack both sapwood and heartwood. The surface

growths are usually fluffy or cottony; they are rarely poadery, as are some

molds and some species of dry-rot. They consist of rootlike strands fanning

out over the wood and are usually white or brown. In the early stages, the

wood discolours but, as internal rot occurs, fruit-bodies may appear on .

the surface.

The fungi normally live off the wood, white fungi usually living off the lignin

in the wood, and the brown fungi living off the cellulose in the wood.

Briefly, these are the facts behind wood destroying fungi. Methods are now
described as to how fungus attack can be prevented in buildings and what steps

can be taken after attack.

Precautions must be observed, firstly, when building, and secondly, when making

repairs. When building, do not use unseasoned or infected wood; build in such

a way as to prevent wood from becoming moist enough to decay, as all fungi

need moisture to live. The following points should all be watched both in

building and when maintaining a building.
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1) Lumbar which, of necessity, is exposed to the weathe
should be rot resistant or treated to

r and moist conditions,
make it so.

2) Lumber should not be placed in contact with the earth
should not be used.

- thus, mud sills

3) Lumber must be well-ventilated, especially on lower lev
where leaks may occur.

Is or In roofs

4) Concrete must be allowed to dry fully before covering with a floor of wood.

5) Lower rails and sills of windows and thresholds of doors should be designed
to prevent accumulation of water on undersides which could
start to rot - when checking a wood sash, use a pocket knife
and probe the underside of the lower rail where it meets the
stile, as this is the most probable place for rot.

6) When replacing or repairing rotting timbers or wood, take out the whole
piece or, in any case, take out at least two feat of the wood
beyond the last visible point of decay.

Wood destroying insects. The number of insects that may damage or destroy
wood varies according to location and therefore a short list of common insects
will be given and brief indications of type of damage.

Beetles

Bark Beetles - are of many types, the most common being the spruce bark
it normally thrives on freshly-cut lumber but, can do considerable damag
to standing timber. There are bark beetles thal attack hardwoods found m
in the Eastern provinces.

beetle.

ainly

Powerpost Beetles - the most common is the lyctus species which, in the mai
attacks hardwoods, usually the sapwood. The eggs are laid on the pores of t
wood and the larvae burrow into and through the wood and emerge, usually in
June or July, as winged adults and recommence the cycle. The only indication
their presence is the fine powder trai! leading from the small hole in the
wood (1/12" or 1/16"). In new lumber, this should cause rejection; in lumber
already installed, the lumber should be thoroughly inspected to ascertain the
extent of the damage (probably by checking the number of flight holes). If

damage is slight, the whole surface should immediately be treated with a
special compound to kill any eggs that may have been laid and to ensure that
any larvae present in the wood are killed. The whole of the building should
be so treated as, if the female winced adult is present in the building, any
other timber could be damaged. Damaged timber removed should be burnt immediately

Termites - In this specieS group are the termite proper and the carpenter ant.
However, precautions against termites are suitable for carpenter ants and
therefore general descriptions will refer to both. There are over fifty species
of ter -mites in the United States, the principal damage being caused by the
subterranean termites which cover all but the Northern Mid-West States and the
Northern sections of the Eastern States. The other species group is the dry
wood termites, found only in the very southern parts of the Southern States
Including Florida, California, Texas, and New Mexico.

n,

he

of
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Termites (subterranean) - live in colonies In the ground and live off wood
for food; the damage is caused by worker ants who supply the underground
colony. At certain times of the year, winged ants (male and female) fly out
and establish a new colony. This often occurs when there is a sharp rise in
temperature in the outside air. This should De a warning that termites are
close at hand and therefore the building should be examined for termite
damage. In many parts, especially on the fringes of forest areas, this will
occur constantly each year, therefore it is wise to ensure that all buildings
are constructed in these areas with adequate termite protection. The
principal defense aaainst termites is the concrete foundation; in the case of
concrete block foundations cement mortar should be used, for some termites
will burrow through lima mortar. All basements should be covered with a concrete
slab; in all crawl spaces a 2" ground seal of coacrete should be poured.
All form lumber must be stripped from the concrete and not left as food for
termites.

In areas where termites are very active, metal termite shields are fitted in
addition. If nests are discovered, they should be destroyed and sealed off.
These notes are included for the sake of presenting the broad picture, but
termites are not believed to exist in Nova Scotia.

Carpenter ants can be killed by swabbing the affected timters with
orthodichlorobenzene or carbon disulphide. Care should be taken with carbon
disulphide as it is both toxic and inflammable. If a trail of fine sawdust
is found anywhere in a house, strip off the siding or finish nearby and check
horizontal joints of sheathing for often it is here that evidence of insect
attack can be seen.

Marine Borers - The most common of marine borers is the shipworm or teredo,
which can do much damage to wood. In the early stages of growth, it is a
minute, free-swimming organism which seeks a place on a floating log and buries
itself; as it bores, it grows a pair of boring shells, the tail remaining at
the entrance to the wood to pump sea water through its system. The borer fives
on wood borings and organic matter from the sea water and may vary in size
according to the number present from a few inches to as much as four feet,
although rarely do thoy exceed nine inches in length.

No further teredo damage will occur after the wood leaves the water.

Problems of Finishing

In maintenance of a building, one of the most important items is the decoration
and finishing of the various surfaces of The buildings. Today, with the
trend away from wood in doors, windows and other features, the importance
of correct finish treatments for wooa seems to be diminishing and, with the
advent of the new alkyd, latex, and other new-based paints, the reasons
for the older treatments tend to be forgotten.

It is well to remember, however, that although the modern paints may achieve
what the makers claim ever the snort period that they have been in service,

it is still auestioneo whether they will last as long as some of the older,

more carefully-applied lead-based paints.
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CANADIAN

BUILDING DIGEST
DIVISION OF BUILDING RESEARCH NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

DECAY OF WOOD
by M. C. Baker

Wooden objects have been recovered from
the tombs of ancient kings in a perfect state of
preservation, and wooden root structures have
often lasted for centuries without deterioration.
Many old wooden implements and pieces of fur-
niture in homes and museums are as strong
and serviceable today as they were when made
sometimes hundreds of years ago. Pile foun-
dations, too, in water and in soil, demonstrate
the durability of wood.

On the other hand, there are Biblical re-
ferences to fungal decay which indicate that it
has been a problem since man first learned to
build with wood. At the present time cases
come to the attention of the Divii-.ion of Build-
ing Research where trste^,.e rotting has liken
place of wood floors and roJf., .n ss tittle as
two or three years. Sometimes, when incipient
decay has gone urnotired, almost cmplete
destruction has occurred in only a kw years.
It is usually difficult or even impossi:tte tr -e-
pair such damage, and the only solution may
be the complete replacement of the building
element involved.

Wood does not decay simply because it is
vest. but :,::cause it has been attacked by fungi
vatic: ra:.;er special conditions of moist= and

The disitite:7ation and ultim: to
C.; tt;:.tiirt :f wood subst nce, known as rot-

::.e nsult of the growth of fungi in the
1::;ut. In order to prevent decay it is

rw.:;s_rtry to know the nature of the fungi that
wo v.! and the conditions necessary for

their ft ;. ft may then be possible to modify
it.; set :..:: ditions or treat tile wood to pre-
vert str.-- of fungal growth.

iv

UDC 691.11:620.19

Nature of Fungi
Fungi are generally regarded as a highly

specialized class of plants that exhibit great
diversity of form, are exceedingly numerous in
both numbers and species, and have the means
for incredibly rapid multiplication. They do
not possess chlorophyll, and unlike green
plants are unable to build up sugar and starch
from the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
They feed on and thus decompose a wide
variety of organic food materials. They are
reproduced by bodies known as spores, which
roughly correspond to the seeds of higher
plants except that they are very much smaller
aci usually orodt'ced in much larger numbers.

When the spores of fungi fall on a suitable
medium tinder moist ccnditio.is they germinate
.omewhat in the manner of seeds. The spore
wall lyirsts and :t minute tube, called a hypha,
grows forth. The hypha branches and the tiny
.ones begin to permeate the soil, compost or
wood medium on which the hyphae are grow-
ing. With wood-rotting fungi the hyphae spread
through the wood, disintegrating the cell walls
and reducing their strength. The web or mat
of tissue formed by the branching hyphae is
Pnown as the mycelium or spawn. It may take
the form of toot -like strands by the aggregation
of hyphae, or thick sheets by the matting of
the hyphae.

When fungus has been growing for some
time nni has built up a sufficient mass of
mycelium, it usually proceeds to form fruit-
bodies, sometimes called sporophores, on the
surface of the medium in the form of toad-
stools, fleshy or woody shelves, or encrusting
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sheets. Their appearance usually indicates a
fairly advanced stage of wood decay. It is the
fruit-body on which fresh spores arc formed,
and their location on the external surface al-
lows for discharge into the air to complete the
growth cycle.

The reproductive power of fungi is fantas-
tic when it is considered that a square-foot-
area of dry-rot fungus fruit-body can produce
five million spores per minute over a period of
many days. These microscopic dust-like par-
ticles are shed in clouds from the mature
fruit -body, and being very light can remain
suspended in the air and drift for long dis-
tances. There is therefore every likelihood that
spores of wood-rotting fungi will be present
wherever wood is used.

Conditions for Fungal Growth
Whether or not wood decays will depend

on the conditions to which it is exposed and
whether these condi:ions are favourable for
fungal growth. There are five essential condi-
tions for germination and growth, and it will
normally be possible to prevent wood decay if
any one of them is removed. These conditions
are listed below:

1 source of infection,
2 suitable substrate (food),
3 moisture,
4 oxygen,
5 suitable temperature.

Source of Infection. If infected wood is in con-
tact with sound wood, the disease will spread
to the sound wood by normal growth of the
fungal hyphae from the decayed wood, even
without the production of spores. Infection
may also spread directly from soil to wood in
contact with it, because most soils contain
quantities of organic matter in vhich fungal
organisms are growing. Even wi a there is no
contact between sound wood and infected
materials, the space between can be bridged
by airborne spores. as has already been indicat-
ed, Although some locations may be worse
than others, it is almost certain that in any
area some airborne fungus spores will be pre-
sent.

Substrate. Wood provides a suitable substrate
for fungus growth, and the cellulose, lignin,
and other components of the cell walls and
wood tissues provide suitable food. Some
species of wood are more naturally durable
because they contain substances toxic to fungi,
and the heartwood of these will only be attack-

ed by certain fungi. It can be generally as-
sumed, however, that no wood is entirely
immune to attack if placed in conditions fa-
vourable to fungal growth, allowing for some
variation in the susceptibility to decay of dif-
ferent kinds of wood. it is possible to eliminate
the food supply by treating it with certain sub-
stances toxic to fungi but harmless to men and
animals. This is the basis of wood preservative
treatment.

Moisture. The development of fungi on wood
is largely controlled by the moisture content;
all wood-decaying fungi require moderate
amounts of water for growth. If there should
be insufficient moisture, after growth has
started, the fungi do not necessarily die, but
will probably become merely dormant. Active
growth can start again, sometimes years later,
when sufficient moisture returns.

It is necessary for the substratum to be
moist and the humidity of the surrounding at-
mosphere to be high for the germination of
fungal spores. Wood always contains a certain
amount of moisture; air -dried wood may con-
tain as much as 18 per cent, although it is
generally considered that wood in this condi-
tion is immune to fungal attack. About 35 to
SO per cent moisture is required for wood rot-
ting fungi to flourish, the actual moisture con-
tent depending on the species of fungi and the
kind of wood. Fungal spores do not germinate
readily on wood that has a moisture content
below the fibre saturation point, commonly
reached at around 25 to 30 per cent. Wood can-
not be considered immune, however, until the
moisture content is below about 20 per cent,
as is the case in most buildings in Canada
(CBD's 85 and 86). When wood is put into
service at such low moisture contents, subse-
quent conditions can cause high local moisture
contents, which may be conducive to fungi
growth. Once started fungi can produce a cer-
tain amount of moisture by the chemical dc-
composition of the wood, and can thus increase
the moisture, content of the wood if evapora-
tion loss is low.

Oxygen. All wood-rotting fungi require some
air for growth, and many species die quickly if
they are deprived of it. The air-moisture ba-
lance in the cells within the wood, therefore,
is a most important factor controlling the sus-
ceptibility of wood to decay. Fungi need oxy-
gen for the oxidation of sugars, which they use
for growth and the supply of energy. The
breakdown of carbohydrates in the respiration
process produces water and carbon dioxide.
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If there is r.o interchange of air, the fungus
will die from suffocation by carbon dic side.
For example, when cell spaces are completely
filled with as they are when wood is
submerged in water, the air supply is cut off
and growth is stopped. Burial in the ground
below the water table will similarly cut off the
ail buct,:y.

Temperature. Tit growth of wood-rotting
fungi is affect:'.; _.:attire it rati:h 11,e
same way a. .; ot or.l:na:s- green
plants. It is r r ia ;A.; 11.,:o in
cold. Tht.4 to
temperature, t- fv, ea:It ,pc,..1c, t, i:. an
optimum at ult.:- g.ot:. th is mo.,t laind. 'tests
by the Forest Pit. i tad others
on a number of .o..ve.:.; n in
Canada indict,': .c
for optimum g.ov:th range fr,:in t33 to 9: F.
All fungi show t or no growth at treezing
temperatures :: :::_htly above. but most wood
rotting fungi are ...of. ;:. :NI by tempe:atures
well bele.: the rn ....an:. They .:-tn
stand the cold c.f in a dory ant state and
can recommence active growth w:ien tempera-
tures increase again if other condition., are
right.

Growth becomes lees rapid as temperatures
are increased aove F and ceases fo: must
fungi at terni.,:,nures slightly in excess of

:0 tellper.cures
slightly e.:,oty ih. maximum for Ifrowti cr
even short e.p.,.:ie to rnuco
above the m" : nl, cart i:1::
lye The actu:.l is io:!' tar:-
pet-wine. le.14:% c:.: tea;..

The practt,::.! tLerviore. is greet
in most
ing elements it is ri:,-,ce :.tt.z.:p:iltle to decay in
summer than in winter..

Other Factors. In addition to the essentials for
growth of ood-rotting fungi. these are other
factors that m *. i 1...e an eite:t. Light usti.:Py
has a tet,:rdin.t ..nd expo-mr: to in-
tense light s :v fight c the
mycelium of !clay spec:es. M. sp ecies grow
mole vigorously :r. ,r.b.11,..:d tin: sum.: i.1%.7
not grow iturmul:y n: total da.-kaess.

The acidity and alkalinity of the wood can
also have an effect. Most wood-rotting fungi
flourish on materials that are slightly acii, and
very few can tolerate alkaline conditions. Or-
ganic acids are produced by fungal growth.
thereby increasing wood acidity. This may he
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a frctor in the corrosion of metal fittings in
contact with the wood.

Treatment of wood with nitrogenous ma-
terials stimulates growth of wood-rotting fungi,
and contamination of wood by urine or manure
can increase susceptibility to decay.

Effects of Preay
The decomposition of ....00d by Ling:

two r. yin tpes, of:c1 eferred to as brown rot
and so.. 14 rot the cellulose and

J arc attacked wnile the
k more or less unchanged. This causes

wood :o darken in colour. and to shrink and
c:c!..-crack into (subical or oblong pieces that
can he readily b:oken and crumbled between
the tiagc.s it:to a brown powder.

In white rot all the components of the
wood. incl-Kling :he lignin, may be decompos-
ed or-3 t'sed by the glowing fungus. White rot
does :vt 7oduce cross- cracking. but the wood
be.: :nes in colour. sometimes in pockets
or -zrcakt. of various sizes with firm wend in
bc-tveen. and may eventually become a fibrous
wr:tish In some white rots, however, the
cuitulose may remain intact.

Decayed wood is less dense than sound
wood. may suffer a logs of Itrembh. even with
incipient dec..y. shrinKi eAceNs:vels c tying,
shows changes of colour and c:ten . of
smell. In t::e auranccJ stage of decay ,t may
bc:ottle pt.fis:y. yr 'v. rig-
snaked, r'ttA or ern-no The lots of
for h r:.. :^ IO per cer.t, since the

t for whit.: ro. des-
1.ven slittitt decay cal re-
or shock .-:sisrarn.-e of

woe .1 t. it to 'area?: easily :tide, i-ipact
crt :t mat .tr: appear hard and firm

the :.,uch. 'Amu: nut cause brown .ot usually
bring a'cat a .nre tr.o:d iiop in most stre.&.-
propt:tier thrn th ,sc 3..c wore rots,
but both t.,,pf.s cn ;edu,;e tae Jur:ue.-
any wood they attacl.. The fresh : 1d rtsinous
smell of cunt: woor usuaNy rcriazr d a

mu.hrcor, odour as .:nod decays,
:t cam :: wooll-rc:t -g fong: pro-uce
ter,:;t:c ar.,mat:c or .eet smells.

1) pes of Fungi
By examination of rot and any fruit-bodies

that may have developed, wood pathologists
can usually identify a sp,:cies moder,:te
certainty. httt ;t may some:..nes
even for specialist:, to man:. stir' an 'denti-
fication and determine whet: r the, pe.:ies are
active or inacise. 1..tenske laboratory work
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may be necessary. Expert advice is essential for
oetailed determination. but the building prac-
titioner should be generally aware of the fungi
that may be involved.

The Forest Products Laboratory of the
Canadian Department of Forestry and Rural
Development lists five types of building-rot
fungi that are of importance. These are Len-
ides saepiaria, Lenzires rrabea, Fames roseus,
Lentinus lepideus, and Merulius lachrymans.

. All can be active agents in the destruction of
wood in damp locations, but two of the five
are perhaps the most common. Lenzires saepi-
aria is probably the most active destroyer of
softwoods and has been identified in many of
the rotted wood roofs in Canada. Aferulius
Iachryr..an7, sometimes referred to as the true
"dry-rot" fungus, does extensive damage to
buildings in Europe and also occurs fairly fre-
quently in Canada. It ha, great virulence when
once established.

Lenzites saepiaria is a brown rot, which in
its early stages yellows and softens wood, and
may give it a laminated appearance because
decay begins and proceeds most rapidly in the
spring or sap-wood. Rot may occur in pockets,
which merge as decay proceeds. Shrinkage and
checking take place both radiai;y and tangen-
tially, gradually reducing the wood to a yel-
lowish-brown friable mass. Fruit-bodies are
comparatively small, yellowish or orange yel-
low at first, later &arising to a rum or dark
brown.

Meruliuc lachryntam grows very profusely
when once establis' ed or damp worul, pro.lt.c-
ing snowy white mycelia! mcrs f.:Ar. which
glistening ycllov; or li!..c coloured mc;:t.ire
drops utualty exude. It requires rather constant
conditioas of temperature and humid!ty for its
growth and thrives in unventilated places
where the air is q.,ite Wool dcznv;c1
the fun::e, is pale brown in :olour. and b.-
comes brcken up into large brick shaped pieces
as it dries and shrink:. Tile decayed wood is
easily crumbled to cov.1.:r ctwcen the finger
Fruit-bodies are formed in shapes somewhat
resembling pancakes on horizontal surfaces.
but may form shelves on vertical surfaces. The

surface of the fruit - bodies is tough and wrinki
ed, ind on it millions of rusty red spores are
formed.

From the centres of profuse growth of
Aferulitts lachrymans fungus can send out
mycelia! strands which may pass over or
through brickwork, plaster or other building
materials. These strands can transport water
from the damp place in which the fungus first
established itself to wood of low moisture con-
tent at some distance, thus wetting the wood
and starting new fungus growth.

Conclusion

Dampness is one of the, five essential con-
ditions for fungal growth and should be the
easiest to control. If dry materials are used in
building and moisture can be prevented from
reaching or accumulating in wood portions of
the finished structure, rotting will be eliminated.
Dampness in a building or in some element of
a building can be attributed to a lack of con-
sideration during design, poor workmanship
during construction, neglected maintenance, or
some combination of these. To prevent it the
designer needs to pay particular attention to
rain penetration, ventilation and condensation,
as described in previous Digests. The contractor
should protect materials against moisture and
take care with construction details to avoid air
leakage paths. If the building is reasonably well
designed and constructed, little paint/manic
may be required, but undetected icatace in
roofs or drainage systems can provide the,damp
conditions necessary for rotting. Lt is therefpre
esser.tial to have regular inspection and Mainte-
nance, procedures.

moisture cannot be controlled or wood
has to be placed in wet tocations, adequate
treatment with wood preservatives will effec-
tive.iy control decay.

11131,104MAPHY

Canadian Woods; their Properties and Uses.
Canada, Forest Products Laboratories,
Ottawa, 1951.

Findlay, W. P. K. Dry Rot and Other Timber
Troubles. London, Hutchinson, 1953.
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Notes to Student

I. In undertaking this test you are assisting in . 'ng your program

of instruction. Your answers to the questions w ,. :esult in a score being

assigned to you. Unless you have had previous exposure to building construction,

it is expected that your initial score on this test will be quite low. After

you. have completed the programmed learning book, you will be asked to repeat

this test paper again. You may take as much nr as little time as you need

to complete the book, so long as it it completed within this term.

The mark made on the second attempt at this paper will be your term mark.

2. Answering the questions should be relatively easy, simply check, or under-

line your choice or choices in the multiple response questions, or fill in

the appropriate words where blanks are left, or complete sketches where this

is called for.
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SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
NOVA SCOTIA TECHNICAL COLLEGE NAME:

CONSTRUCTION TERM 1 TEST PAFER

I. What is the simplest function of a building?
a) To enclose space
b) To separate environments
c) To provide shelter
d) To provide space for activity

2. The roof is a eleffent

it must support
a) live load

b) dead load

3. The load bearing member in a wood flat roof is known as
a) rafter, b) pinlin, c) Joist

4. The inclined load bearing member in a wood roof is known as

a) a rafter b) a pinlin, c) a Joist d) a truss

5. The truss uses the principle of- , as well as

shortening the effective of the members.

6. a) The effective span a) is b) is not the actual length of a Joist

b) The area of joist support is known as the a) plate b) support

c) bearing d) bridging

7. (Stiffener) (strapping) (belting) (bridging) is required to counteract

buckling.

8. The two methods of counteracting buckling in common use are

and

9. A method of counteracting buckling is required at
a) 210no.c. b) 810no.c. c) half span d) at Joist ends

(0. Between the Joist and the bearing surface a

a) disc b) plate c) platen d) bolt e) pad is located.

II. At junctions between structural horizontal wooden support members and

concrete walls it is neccessary to ensure that

a) The wall is level, b) the wood member is level, c) an airtight Joint

Is made, d) a watertight Joint is made, e) it is securely fastened down.



12. For what purpose is an anchor bolt used?
a) To prevent structure from slipping off supports
b) To locate structure to supports
c) To hold structure down
di To hold structure up

13. The basic difference between the two major types of light wood frame
construction is that in frame the studs are
continous through the height of the building whoreas is

frame the sub floor acts as a surface on which subsequent
operations can be carried out
(Western) (balloon) (Eastern) (plane) (surface) (platform) (braced)

14. How are corners constructed a)

b) r c)

I

d)

15. The load carrying components in framed construction are known as
a) studs b) joists c) posts d) lintols e) beams

16. Load carrying components, due to material sizes are normally placed.
a) 12"o.c. b) 14"o.c. c) 16"o.c. d) 18"o.c. f) 24"o.c.

g) 30"o.c. h) 410"o.c.

17. What is the minimum size of lintol required to span an opening 610" wide?
a) 2/2"X6" b) 4" X 6" c) 2" X 12" d) 4" X 12" e) 4" X 8"

f) 2/2" X 8" g) 2" X 6"

18. A joist hanger is used a) to hang vertical members off joists
b) to support light fixtures c) to connect dissimilar materials together
d) to connect differing sizes of members together e) to give level
top surfaces to a groups of members f) to give level bottom surfaces
to a group of members. g) to connect joists to headers.
h) to hang joists from other members.

19. A floor consisting of 2" X 10" joists @ 16"o.c.is required to span 2010"
Is it possible to span this distance without additonal support?
Yes No
If your answer was no, what additonal support would you use
a) Concrete beam b) steel joist c) wall, d) beam

20. A board foot of wood is a) a piece of wood 12" X 12" X 12"
b) a piece of wood 4" X 8" X 12" c) a piece of wood 4" X 8"
d) a piece of wood 12" X 12" X 1"

21. 20' span, 26 joists 2" X 6", how many board feet? .11,
22. The continous support bearing on the ground and carrying a wall is known

as a a) strip b) pad c) plate d) ribbon e) trench footing.
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23. The support member bearing on the ground and carrying a column or post
is known as a a) strip b) pad c) plate d) ribbon e) trench

f) piloti g) pile footing

24. The ultimate ability of the ground to carry load is known as

a) spread load
b) ground bearing pressure

c) ultimate ground bearing pressure
d) footing load
e) allowable ground bearing pressure

25. Footing drains are used to a) drain off excess water
b) prevent leaks in basements
c) prevent building from floating
d) lower ground water table

26.

, ; This is a foundation.

This is a foundation.

This is a foundation.

( strip ) (pad) (plate) (ribbon) (trench) (piloti) )raft) (floating) (caisson)

( bored pile ) (driven pile) (friction pile) (end bearing pile)

27. Movement of a building takes place
a) vertically
b) horizontally
c) diagonally
d) vertically & horizontally
e) in all directions.

28. Concrete is composed of a) sand and cement b) aggregate and cement

c) fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and cement d) Cement, water
& aggregate e) crushed rock sand, water, cement f) sand, water &

cement

29. The hardening of cc ;rote is a result of

a) the evaporation of water b) the absorbing of water

c) the entrapment cf air within it d) the combination of water with cement

Z68
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30. The strength of concrete is influenced by

a) The thorougness of mixing b) the amount of cement c) the amount
of aggregate d) the amount of air entraped e) the amount of water
f) the weather conditions at time of placing.

31. Concrete is (strong) (weak) in tension, and (strong) (weak) in compression.

32. Concrete cover is required over reinforcement to a) Ensure bond
b) to prevent spalling c) to protect it form effects of fire
d) to protect from corrosion e) for appearance

33. An exterior wall consisting of 2" X 6" studs at 16"o.c. is to be clad
with cedar shingles a) It does not require sheathing
b) It requires 11/16" boarding c) It requires 3/8" gypsum board

d) it requires 5/16' exterior quality plywood.

34. The following materials as applied to wood frame construction are
a) claddings b) veneers
wood, asbestos, steel, aluminum, plastic, slate, clay tile.

35. The following materials as applied to wood frame construction are
a) claddings b) veneers
brick, stone, clay tile, reconstituted stone

36. Cladding is used as a) A protective finish to the structure
b) An aesthetic skin
c) To waterproof the structure
d) As a primary weather barrier

37. What are the four elements of a wall?

2.

3.

4.

38. What are the three elements that result in rain leakage.

I.

2.

3.
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V

39. In order to keep thermal movement to a minimum should one
a) keep the building warm
b) insulate the building thoroughly
c) keep the building cool
d) maintain the structure of the building at an even temperature

40. Where should insulation be placed in external walls?
A) Within the wall
8) On the inside face of the wall
C) On the outside of the wall

41. A pitched roof is satisfactory because
a) It uses overlapping units
b) It permits ventilation of the roof space
c) It takes advantage of the effects of gravity
d) It does not require to be perfectly sealed

42. For successful performance a perfect impermeable membrane is required
a) for all roofs b) for curved roofs c) for flat roofs
d) for pitched roofs.

43. With the current state of technology windows are
a) Neccessary to admit light
b) Neccessary to provide ventilation
c) Neccessary to provide a view
d) not neccessary

44. Large areas of glass in the external walls of a building are undesirable
because a) Excessive glare is produced b) Excessive heat gain results
c) Condensation occurs on glass d) Cold drafts occur e) They are
expensive f) Excessive heat loss occurs g) They leak
h) They are expensive to install and maintain.

45. Icing will occur on windows a) when outside temperatures fall below 32°F
b) when surface temperature of the window falls below 32°F c) when
inside temperatures fall below 32°F d) when dew point is reached
e) when surface temperature falls below 32°F with condensation present

46. Thermal breaks are required in windows whose frames are mode of
a) aluminum b) stainless steel c) steel d) plastic e) wood

47. The most likely place for a well designed window to leak is at
a) the head b) the cill c) the jamb d) the glazing beads
e) the junction of head & jambs f) the junction of frame & glass
g) the junction of frame & wail



VI

48. The optimum location or a sealant in a window component is

a) at the outside face of the component

b) at the inside face of the component

c) centrally between inside and outside face of component

d) at both inside and outside faces of the component

49. Satisfactory sealant joints are achieved by using

a) as much sealant as possible
b) as little sealant as possible
c) an even bead of sealant
d) a carefully controlled amount of sealant

e) a sealant bead of controlled shape

50. Sketch two typical sealant joints a) for a butt joint

b) for a right angle joint

-77-77 F-777----7a

Z. -1-Z-Z.-1 .:'. //./Z_.

b
r/,41

pi

51. An airtight seal between opening leaves of doors or windows and frames

is achieved by

a) Use of gravity
b) Compression of gaskets

c) Use of tight fit

52. In a built up roof the waterproofing is provided by

a) the felt
b) the topping
c) the bitumen
d) the V.B.

53. A built up roof is reinforced with
a) steel

b) fibreglass
c) felt

d) bitumen

54. Pitch (is) (is not) compatible with asphalt



VII

55. Pitch is not compatible with the following insulations
a) Fibreboard
b) Glass fibre
c) Poly styrene
d) Cellular glass
e) Poly urethane
f) Mineral fibre

56. Gravel surfacing on a roof is provided to

a) Waterproof it
b) Protect the bitumen from the sun's rays

c) Act as an aesthetic finish
d) Act as a traffic surface
e) Act as fire protection

57. N.I.S. is (a) satisfactory (b) unsatifactory as a finsished surface for

a traffic free roof.

58. A roof coating is a) superior b) inferior c) equivalent to NIS as a

roof finish

59. Moisture entry from below the roof structure is controlled by

a) The roofing membrane
b) the insulation
c) the structural deck
d) the Vapour barrier

60. Which of these insulation materials can be used exposed to the elements on a

roof.

a) Glass fibre b) Fibreboard c) Poly styrene foam d) poly urethane foam

e) cellular glass f) straw fibre g) mineral fibre

61. The surface protection provided for insulation where It is not generally

accessioic can be a) A water resistant material
b) A material opaque to U.V.

c) A reflective material
d) An elastic material
e) A heavy material

62. Fleshings are used to a) provide a neat appearance where the roof joins

other elements
b) provide a robust finish at points susceptible to impact damage

c) provide a watertight connection at changes in materials

d) provide a Flexible watertight connection at changes in materials.

63. The top of a cap flashing should be

a) flat b) sloped c) sloped towards roof d) pitched e) sloped away

from roof.


